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Agenda Tram Project Board 

Brunel Suite - Citypoint, 2nd Floor 

25th August 2009 - 09.30am to 1.00pm following the tie Board meeting 

Attendees: 
David Mackay (Chair) 
Bill Campbell 
Steven Bell 
Kenneth Hogg 
Cllr Ian Perry 

Cllr Phil Wheeler 
Richard Jeffrey 
Stewart McGarrity 
Cllr Allan Jackson 
Cllr Gordon Mackenzie 
Brian Cox 

Apologies: Marshall Poulton 

1 Review of Previous Minutes and Matters Arising 

2 5 Key Business Priorities 

2.1 Building the Tram 

Donald McGougan 
Dave Anderson 
Graeme Bissett 
Alastair Richards 
Neil Scales 
Alasdair Sim (Minutes) 

(Richard Jeffrey) 

(Steven Bell) 

• Project Director Progress Report Period 5 
• Change Requests & Risk Drawdown (paper in pack) 
• TRO update (paper in pack for noting) 

2.2 Preparing for Operations 
2.3 Building the Brand 
2.4 Building the Team 
2.5 Preparing for the Future 

3 Governance 

4 Date of next meeting - 23rd September 2009 

5 AOB 

(Alastair Richards) 
(Mandy Haeburn-Little) 
(Richard Jeffrey) 
(Richard Jeffrey) 

(Graeme Bissett) 
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Edinburgh Tram Network Minutes 

STRICTLY PRIVATE AND CONFIDENTIAL 

Tram Project Board 

29th July 2009 (10:00 to 13:1 0) 

tie offices - Citypoint 11, Brunel Suite 

Members: 
David Mackay (Chair) DJM Donald McGougan DMcG 
Cllr Gordon Mackenzie GM Bill Campbell wwc 
Richard Jeffrey RJ 
In Attendance: 
Steven Bell SB Marshall Poulton MP 
Stewart McGarrity SMcG Mandy Haeburn-Little MHL 
Brian Cox BC Cllr Ian Perry IP 
Graeme Bissett GB Cllr Allan Jackson AJ 
Andrew Fitchie AF Cllr Phil Wheeler PW 
Stuart Jordan SJ Alastair Richards AR 
Dave Anderson DA Peter Strachan (part time telecom) PS 
Andy Conway AC Alasdair Sim (minutes) AS 

Apologies: Neil Scales, Kenneth Hogg 

1.0 Introduction, Review of Previous Minutes and Matters Arising 
1.1 DJM welcomed the participants to the meeting and acknowledged the 

apologies. Peter Strachan participated in the meeting part time by conference 
call. 

1.2 Item 3.1 from 08/07/09 meeting minute - DJM suggested that in view of the 
current range of matters to discuss at the Board, that the Service Integration 
discussion to be led by WWC will be rescheduled for the August 26th Board 
meetinq. 

1.3 Item 2.2 from 08/07/09 meeting minute is covered under the Building the Brand 
section of this minute. 

1.4 Item 6.1 from 08/07/09 meeting minute. GB updated the Board under the 
Future of tie section of this minute. 

1.5 The minutes of the previous meeting on 08/07/09 were approved as an 
accurate record. 

2.0 Chief Executive's Quarterly Review 
2.1 RJ has been in post for approximately 3 months, and reported his thoughts 

around the 5 key strategic themes since his appointment as CEO. These are 
summarised as follows : 
Building the Tram 

• Many historic issues 'baked into' the project linked to the procurement 
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strategy and issues related to risk transfer/management. It will be a 
useful exercise to undertake a comprehensive post project review, 
however there is little benefit to be gained in looking backwards at this 
point. 

• Professional, knowledgeable and highly committed tie team, strong TPB 
support and improvements in 'One Family' working has been 
encouraging. 

• MUDFA contract drawing to a close - this has been a challenging and 
technically difficult part of the project. Perhaps the complexities 
associated with the 'unknown' elements to below ground working (poor 
utilities records, obstructions etc) had not been fully appreciated. 

Preparing for Operations 
• Beginning to gain momentum, and as time passes will become 

increasingly important. 
• Relationships between CEC/TEULB and tie much stronger - 'One 

Family' ethos. 
Building the Brand 

• Previously suffering from 'victim' mentality/culture, these behaviours are 
changing & RJ sees further improvements in working towards a 
'contender' organisation. 

Building the Team 
• Much clearer HR governance and strategy now in place. 
• Staff/People Plan for tie now in draft and under review. 
• Reward/remuneration strategy being worked up. 
• Still some carry-over cultural behaviours to work on internally. 

The Future of tie 
• Single project organisation at present - this provides focus, but also 

creates uncertainty. 
• What happens after delivery of Phase 1 a is a concern of staff. 
• Opportunities to become involved in other initiatives (SETL and other 

projects) not a priority at present, but a watching brief to be maintained. 
• Clarity on governance arrangements now taking shape and nearing 

finalisation. 
RJ concluded his review by confirming that the organisation understands the 
challenges ahead, and that he feels that tie are heading in the right direction. 
TPB support has been positive and that none of us should lose sight of the final 
product, which is a world class inteqrated transport system for Edinburqh. 

2.2 DJM thanked RJ for his efforts thus far and ongoing contribution to tie and to 
the project. 

3.0 Buildino the Tram 
3.1 HSQE 

SB presented an overview of progress during Period 4. An incident involving an 
elderly member of the public outside a Carillion worksite is under investigation, 
which if confirmed as a result of construction activity, will see the AFR rise to 
0.33. PM Inspections and Safety Tour Targets had not been achieved in the 
period and this will be rectified in Period 5. Confirmation from BSC on the Inter
Disciplinary Assurance Checking (IDC) process is still outstanding and remains 
a concern. 
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SB reported that Princes Street tramworks remain on target for completion at 
the end of November, and that interim measures regarding pedestrian crossing 
facilities on Princes Street have been confirmed for the duration of the Festival. 
Excavation works at Gogar Depot are complete, but progress from BSC has 
been held up due to commercial issues regarding design changes. 
RJ noted that the BSC rate of progress has reduced in the period, and that this 
could be attributed to a number of factors including holidays, BSC possibly 
running out of work in key areas and sub-contractor issues. 
Tram manufacture continues ahead of schedule, and there are now 9 trams 
under various stages of construction (2 in the finishing shop), with Factory 
Acceptance Testing (FAT) scheduled for Tram No.1 to be undertaken during 
September 2009. 
Proposals are currently being worked up to allow concurrent construction of the 
Shandwick Place Tram Stop in conjunction with the remaining utilities works in 
the Haymarket area, and DA reported that the West End Traders had accepted 
that there is no opportunity to move this tram stop from its planned location. 

3.3 Overview of Current Progress (Utilities} 
Residual diversions well underway and on programme in Section 78 (Airport), 
this work being undertaken by Farrans. Tenders for the diversions on Section 
1 A (Forth Ports) to go out w/c 27/07/09. Carillion are still working in 
Haymarket, York Place to Broughton Street and Leith Walk/ Annandale Street 
and the overall completion of the utilities programme is at 80% with full 
completion scheduled across all areas in November 2009. 
SB reported that a particularly complex gas diversion and decommission has 
been completed safely at the Mound, with PW noting that Edinburgh has the 
highest percentage of cast iron gas mains for any City in Scotland. MP 
confirmed this fact and noted that these will all need to be upgraded in the 
future and that valuable lessons had been learned and that CEC was working 
with SGN to programme these works to minimise disruption. 
Although overall progress remains slow, there are real complexities associated 
with the utilities diversion works and as noted by RJ earlier; underground 
obstructions, poor quality utility recording and mapping and enforced design 
changes all import risk and place strain on programme credibility. The Board 
appreciate these complexities and DMcG suggested that the focus should be 
on the fact that the City has new infrastructure in place, and that where 
possible, recovery of costs from the SUCs for betterment should be 
progressed. SB noted that several million pounds worth of betterment value 
has already been secured from Scottish Power and Scottish Water, and that he 
would prepare a summary statement for the August Board of the outstanding SB 
areas where betterment would apply and monies already received. 
SB reported that the outstanding commercial matters to be resolved with 
Carillion are scheduled to commence from mid-September 2009, and that the 
anticipated cost implications of this are under preparation and will be presented 
with full analysis to the next Board. In the meantime SMcG will provide a range SMcG 
of values to DMcG for inclusion in the 201

h August Council report. 
Other utilities related points to note were; RJ asked the Board to be aware that 
ongoing design matters at Picardy Place will need to be resolved and that 
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should this mean a change to the track alignment, then there is a risk that 
utilities will need to be re-diverted and that this would come with associated 
programme and cost implications. DA noted that the City Development 
Planning and Transport are currently reviewing the proposals. 

3.4 Relationship with BSC 
RJ reported that following the previous Board meeting, he has undertaken 
discussions with the Consortium partners advising them of tie's intention to 
proceed down the formal contractual route (DRP) as a means of dealing with 
the outstanding commercial issues. This initial contact has been followed up 
with joint meetings with senior Consortium representatives, with BB confirming 
verbally that they would be prepared to work under instruction (Clause 80.15) 
whilst other matters are being dealt with under DRP. 
SB in response to a query from DA confirmed that the majority of BSC's sub
contractors are operating under Letters of Intent rather than formal contracts, 
but that this should not significantly change the risk profile in regard to work 
progress. 
DJM confirmed that the BB Interim Financial Results are due to be published 
on 13 Auqust. 

3.5 Change Requests and Risk Drawdown 
SB submitted a risk drawdown request for a combined sum of £2.7m, 
comprising : 

• COP071 CEC Staff Recharges @ £400K 
• COP106 Abortive Design Estimates @ £6.5K 
• COP108 Dressing the City Centre @ £50K 
• COP042 Tram Inspector Costs @ £264K 
• COP105 lnfraco Risk Drawdown@ £2.01 m 

Approved 
Approved 
Approved 

Approved Subject to* 
Approved 

* COP042 Tram Inspector Costs was approved subject to a confirmation from 
AR to DA on the breakdown/value for money assessment for these costs. AR 

DMcG noted that with the conclusion of the governance matters and the 
adoption of the One Family approach, CEC rand other recharge costs can be 
minimised in the future. SMcG was asked to follow this up as required. SMcG 
It was noted that COP105 is a forecast drawdown and is contained within the 
available fundinq envelope. 

3.6 Paper on Traffic Regulation Orders Protocol 
SB/ AS presented an overview of the proposed TRO protocol, highlighting the 
following points: 

• TR01 is the suite of TRO measures required to operate the tram system 
in accordance with its approved Business Case - these measures are 
considered non-negotiable on the running carriageway, although there 
may be some limited scope to change the type of regulatory measures 
adopted (eg. parking, loading or time constraints) in laybys. 

• TR02 will encompass changes to the design (where appropriate) arising 
from comments received from the public during the formal public deposit 
of TR01 and the wide area measures required as a consequence of the 
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• Further TROs can be promoted as necessary to capture any other 
emerging issues. 

• Statutory deposit of TR01 is planned for October 2009. 
MP asked if would be possible to promote a order for the wide area in parallel 
with TR01 . AS confirmed that this approach would only be feasible if this order 
only considered stand alone wide area measures that not necessary to operate 
the tram system. The timing of this however, would need to be agreed with 
CEC as promoter. 
DA was concerned that the protocol as drafted recommends that the Statutory 
Consultation Phase for TR01 is limited to the 5 consultees required by statute, 
and not the wider group that CEC would normally consult with. He was 
particularly concerned about not involving the local Community Councils at the 
early stage in the process. MP will follow up with GMcK and suggested that the MP 
TRO Working Group consisting of CEC/tie and D&W review the consultee list 
and agree the composition of this. AS/AC 
GMcK inquired about the risks associated with a Public Hearing, and AS noted 
that there is no legal requirement to undertake a mandatory Public Hearing for 
the Tram Project, but that the Council can decide to opt for a voluntary hearing 
should they so desire. MP strongly advised against this and this view was 
supported by the Board. 
DJM noted that the TRO is an essential component for the operation of the 
tram system, and that cross party support to follow the recommended strategy 
is vital. 
Whilst was recognised that further work on the detail of the TRO submissions 
is necessary and this will come forward in due course, the TRO Protocol was 
approved by the Board. 

3. 7 Formal Contractual Position with BSC 
RJ provided a recap of the mediation week to the Board, and reaffirmed the 
recommendation to the Board to progress matters by employing the Formal 
Contractual approach utilising DRP and other remedies. He stressed that this 
route is not risk free, and outlined the pros and cons of this approach, dwelling 
on BSC behaviours to date and setting out the elements that can be dealt with 
through the formal process, all within the framework of the contract that both 
parties signed on 14 May 2008. 
Since the last Board meeting a great deal of preparatory work has been 
undertaken to consider a range of precisely defined issues/matters targeted at 
achieving maximum impact from a project progress and confidence of success 
perspective. 
AF and SJ then went on to update the Board on the process to identify a 
number of separate and interlinked cases that have been carefully selected to 
take forward into this formal process in a series of tranches. It is expected that 
the first of these notices may be issued to BSC in early August. RJ stressed 
that tie have instructed independent legal advice, to challenge the robustness 
of the arguments to be presented in each case. A general discussion on the 
process was undertaken, and the following points were noted: 

• The DRP process need not play out to conclusion of adjudication and 
that the parties have the option of reaching agreement at any stage. 
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• Targeted cases rather than a 'class action' strategy would be the 
preferred approach recognising that some of the key items are linked. 

• Instructed work arising from approved changes can proceed under the 
terms of the Contract whilst the DRP process is in motion. 

• There is a contractual obligation on SSC to provide audit reports on 
request. 

• The contract has a schedule naming the individuals who may be 
considered for the Adjudicator role - costs for this to be borne equally 
between the parties. 

• Decision making in the adjudication process has fixed timescales set out 
in the contract (42 days), but the risk exists that an adjudication ruling is 
not accepted which could lead to litigation proceedings. The timeframe 
for this is at the discretion of the public court process. This does 
however bring into play the possibility of a material breach of contract. 

• Practical consideration should be given to dealing with the way forward 
following conclusion of the DRP process. 

• It is recognised that SSC will also be gearing up in preparation for this 
process and this should not be underestimated. 

The Board was asked to approve the recommendation that RJ as CEO be 
given the authority to activate the items to be brought forward into the formal 
notice process to SSC, with the Finance, Commercial and Legal (FCL) Sub
committee acting as a steering group. This group will be meeting on a weekly 
basis for the duration of the process. 
The recommendation was approved bv the Board. 

4.0 Preparino for Operations 
4.1 AR outlined the current contractual and management arrangements for the 

operation of the integrated bus and tram network, highlighting the linkages 
between the tram operating contract, the tram maintenance contract and the 
bus operations. 
The Development Partnering Operating Franchise Agreement (DPOFA) was 
signed in 2004 with Transdev, and is currently in Phase C1 of the contract. 
This contract is set to run until 2019 under the current arrangement. 
Opportunities for TEL to take on a more traditional operator role, whilst at the 
same time streamline costs and avoid duplication of activities going forward 
have been identified. 
A discussion on the benefits of in-house sourcing of the DPOFA responsibilities 
took place, and it was noted that there is currently a contractual window of 
opportunity to opt out of the DPOFA contract with minimum financial penalty. 
DJM noted that this matter had been discussed in detail with TEL and LB and 
that this direction was supported. BC confirmed his support to the proposal to 
opt out that this point in the contract. 
The Board was asked to approve the recommendation to authorise the 
Executive Team to engage with Transdev and inform them of the intent to 
terminate the present DPOFA contract during the current Phase C1 and 
negotiate a new agreement which would allow Transdev to be engaged in a 
technical support role. This would include the allowance to take appropriate 
steps to transfer key staff to TEL, who have been providing committed support 
over the period of the current DPOFA arranqements. 
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The recommendation was approved by the Board. 
Building the Brand 
MHL updated the Board on a range of items including; 
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• The ongoing work within the 'One Family' developing the communication 
strategy for the Festival, where a range of initiatives are in preparation 
including billboards; electronic media communications (web and mobile 
phone based), festival maps and flyers, all based on a joint branding 
approach. 

• There are a number of opportunities under consideration for occupying 
strategically located premises across the City as information centres. 

• Internally within tie, the process of moving towards the 'Contender' 
status is underway, and that the signs are positive in this regard. 

• Media coverage has been fairly extensive in the last period, although 
there have been instances where a more cohesive approach to 
reporting on tram related matters from Transport Scotland and Network 
Rail in regard to Gogar Interchange could have been improved upon. 
The relevant contacts have been made to ensure that this does not 
happen in isolation. 

DJM offered his personal thanks to MHL and her team who have been working 
tirelessly on improving the external perceptions of the project. AJ asked how 
Edinburgh compares to other Cities at a similar stage in the development of a 
light rail scheme, MHL noted that a benchmarking exercise is underway and 
will be reported in future papers to the Board. 
Building The Team 
RJ briefly updated the Board on the process to implement the Organisational 
Effectiveness Model across tie, and reported ref erred the Board to the Paper 
prepared by Gordon Rae. The organisational values for the company will be 
developed durinQ AuQust and will be reported to the Board in due course. 
The Future of tie 
GB referred the Board to the paper outlining the remit of the Finance, 
Commercial and Legal Committee, which from this point will meet on a weekly 
basis. The governance arrangements are nearing finalisation with points of 
detail to be clarified around; composition of the Joint Board, and final drafting of 
the Operating Agreements. The agreed suite of documents will be presented 
to the next TPB meeting and DA will brief the cross party representatives on 
the proposed Qovernance arranQements. 
Sub-committee updates 
No updates were presented. 
AOB 
SB to arrange for a site tour for the Board and provide a range of suitable 
dates. 
DJM thanked the Board for their participation and input, and the meeting 
closed at 13:10. 
Date of Next Meeting 
The date of the next meeting will be Wednesday 26m August 2009 
commencinQ at 09:30hrs. 

Prepared by Alasdair Sim on 31st July 2009. 
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PM Inspections 
Plamed vs. Achieved 

MOP AFR SFR 

5 0.00 7.38 

67 0.26 12.31 

There have been no reportable accidents during Period 5. The Accident Frequency Rate remains at 
0.26 for the 13 period rolling hours worked. Service strike frequency has decreased for the period 
from 13.4 (P4) to (7.4) PS, however, there has been an increase in service damage caused by Front 
Line Construction and Farrans during the period. There has been an increase in the number of "near 
misses" reported during Period 5 this appears mainly due to increased vigilance by tie staff as 
opposed to improved reporting from the contractors. 

An inspection on CoCP compliance has been introduced by tie over the last 2 periods - see page 55. 
tie HSQE and project management have carried out 413 observations, of which there were 57 
breaches noted. The average score for the inspections carried out was 88% compliance. Main 
issues noted were ; Contractor not parking in designated areas and public signs with 0800 number not 
displayed in prominent area. 

There were two environmental incidents reported during period 5, one of which was significant. The 
significant incident occurred at the site set up at Gogarburn. Farrans, working for BSC lost 
approximately 200 litres of diesel due to a leaking pipe from a bunded diesel tank to a generator. The 
incident has been reported to SEPA and a full report is awaited from BSC. 

The Period 5 "Deliver a Safe Tram" inspection metrics were carried out on 2 activities in Princes 
Street, these activities involved Drainage and the Formation Improvement Layer beneath the track
form. Results for these 2 activities have shown slight improvement from the last period. 

Progress 

As previously reported , following the failure to reach a satisfactory resolution to the outstanding 
contractual matters with BSC during the intensive mediation process held between 29 June and 6, the 
Tram Project Board (TPB) agreed on 29th July 2009 to elevate matters through the formal Dispute 
Resolution Procedures (DRP) available within the Contract. tie formally entered 2 issues into DRP on 
11 1

h August 2009. 

Transport Scotland and City of Edinburgh Council were briefed on the implications of the TPB 
decision and th is was reported on at the Council meeting on 20 August. Strong and .!!!l! Council 
support was given to the strategy being adopted by tie. 
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The lack of an agreed commercial programme and the decision to apply formal contractual measures 
to resolve outstanding issues with the BSC consortium will present potential further risks in relation to 
the attribution of additional costs and delay to completion of the project. tie ltd has taken extensive 
legal and technical advice, including Counsel's opinion, and is confident of its position on the key 
matters in dispute. However, given the nature of the process and the complexity of certain issues, it 
is unreasonable to expect that all adjudication outcomes will be awarded in favour of tie ltd and it will 
also be open to the BSC consortium to use the contract formally to pursue their objectives. 

We continue in this report to reflect an outturn estimate of £527.1 m. However, given the commercial 
uncertainties with the lnfraco and continuing delays to the project it is now considered unlikely that the 
full scope of Phase 1 a will be completed within the available funding envelope of £545m. Until the 
key issues are resolved through the contractual and legal process, it will not be possible to forecast 
accurately a revised budget outturn. It is also not possible at the present time to predict the 
conclusions of reviews of contingency options programme delivery options, including possible 
additional sources of funding. 

The contract with the BSC consortium prescribes a timetable for resolution of contractual 
disputes and it is expected that the budget and programme implications will become 
increasingly clearer during the remainder of 2009. 

Regular briefings will be provided to both CEC and Transport Scotland to keep them updated 
on progress and implications for the project programme and finances of all the above matters. 

The cost, programme and risk information in this period 5 report continues to be based unapproved 
forecast on the information reported in May 2009. 

Overall progress remains behind the master programme, primarily due to: 

• Finalisation of the agreement of change delaying the commencement of work; 
• Incomplete utility diversions in the On-Street sections caused in part by traffic management 

constraints ; 
• Slow mobilisation of INFRACO, including lack of formal sub-contracts being in place; 
• Failure of INFRACO to submit preparatory paperwork in a timely manner i.e. Work Package 

Plans, Method Statements etc; 
• Requirement for re-design of temporary works; 
• Design slippage since novation of design to INFRACO (now recorded in v46 of the design 

programme) ; 
• Design changes as a result of the Prior and Technical Approvals process; and 
• Consortium integrated design programme and validation. 

Programme is one of the remaining significant differences between the parties and tie continue to 
discuss the overall entitlement to extension with BSC as well as the production of a revised 
programme to assist with planning and monitoring. 

The tie live programme currently predicts an Open for Revenue Service date of October 2012. This 
has slipped slightly since last period and is mainly due to the lack of progress being achieved by 
INFRACO across the route compounded by delays caused by Utility Diversions at Haymarket and 
Newhaven. 

As per the previous period reporting tie retain an unapproved recalibrated baseline programme which 
reflects an Open for Revenue Service date of 23 Feb 2012. This remains a tie only view as to date a 
recalibrated programme although now submitted by INFRACO has not been agreed with BSC. tie has 
commented on submissions received from INFRACO and detailed discussions have continued with 
both teams to resolve the causes and effects of delay. 

Progress - Design 
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No new submissions have been lodged in the period. A summary of Prior and Technical Approval 
progress is presented below: 

Phase 1 a only Number required Number 
v31 v47 Submitted Granted 

Prior Aoorovals 49 55 ** 51 (93%) 50 (91%) 
Technical Aoorovals 71 87* 77 (86%) 70 (80%) 

*7 additional TAA added in V46-V475 .. 1 additional PAA in V47 

Although there continues to be evidence of better management of SOS by BSC, this has not yet 
resulted in improved design performance. The approvals task force has been supplemented by a 
Design Progress and Design Issues meeting to provide additional management focus on design 
resolution . V47 includes a number of design integration activities and the impact of these is being 
discussed with lnfraco. 

Progress - MUDFA 

Progress on MUDFA works during Period 5 is presented below ( this excludes the remaining utility 
works being undertaken outwith the MUDFA contract on sections 1A & 7B): 

Rev.OS Figures - Period 05 2009-10 Period Delta Cumulative Delta 

MUDFA PERIOD 05 PROGRESS Plan Actual Plan Actual 

Section la Newhaven to Foot of the Walk 0.0% 4.8% 4.8% 100.0% 100.0% 0.0% 

Section lb Foot of the Walk to McDonald Road 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 100.0% 99.9% -0.1% 

Section le McDonald Road to Princes Street West 1.9% 4.3% 2.4% 100.0% 89.2% -10.8% 

Sect ion ld Princes Street West to Haymarket 0.4% 1.8% 1.5% 100.0% 96.5% -3.5% 
Combined Sections lA-lB-lC-lD (On-Street) Newhaven 

2.0% 
Road to Haymarket 0.7% 2.6% 100.0% 95.8% -4.2% 

Section 2 Haymarket to Roseburn Junction 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 100.0% 100.0% 0.0% 

Section Sa Roseburn Junction to Balgreen Road 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 100.0% 100.0% 0.0% 

Section Sb Balgreen Road to Edinburgh Park Cent ral 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 100.0% 100.0% 0.0% 

Section Sc Edinbuni:h Park Central to Goitarburn 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 100.0% 100.0% 0.0% 

Section 6 Gogar Depot 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 100.0% 100.0% 0.0% 

Section 7a Gogarburn to Edinburgh Airport 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 100.0% 100.0% 0.0% 

Combined Sections 2A·SA-SB·5C·6A-7 A (Off-Street) 
Haymarket to Edinburgh Airport 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 100.0% 100.0% 0.0% 

FULL ROUTE PHASE 1A NEWHAVEN ROAD TO EDINBURGH 
AIRPORT 0.5% 2.1% 1.6% 100.0% 96.6% -3.4% 

Key points to note are: 

• Progress in the period has been slower than planned in those sections that MUDFA are 
working particularly at Broughton St & Haymarket junction. These poor productivity and 
performance levels can be attributed in part to underground obstructions and technical issues; 

• Utilities diversion works for Section 1 A are now out to tender. These works are not being 
carried out by Carillion; 

• Utilities works in Section 1 C (Broughton St) are being reviewed against Programme available 
space and TM requirements following the discovery of an uncharted Scottish Water sewer 
which may result in the redesign and relocation a number of utilities. 

• Utilities diversion works for Section 1 D continue between Haymarket and Shandwick Place 
although are being hindered partly by underground obstructions. 

• Utilities diversion works for Section 7 were awarded to Farrans with works progressing during 
Period 05. 

• All utilities works are complete in Sections 2, 5a, 5b, 5c and 6 are now complete. 

Progress - IN FRAGO 
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The project continues to experience problems with slow progress for INFRACO works and, in 
particular, the appointment of direct SSC resource and the final appointment of the main package 
contractors. The SSC sub-contractors continue to operate with Limited Letters of Intent whilst awaiting 
conclusion of the full sub-contracts. Slow provision of estimates and finalisation of the agreement of 
change - Base Date Design Information (BODI) and IFC is delaying the commencement of works at 
various locations including at Haymarket Viaduct, Russell Road Bridge, Murrayfield pitches Retaining 
Wall, Baird Drive Retaining Wall, Carricknowe Bridge, Depot building and Tower Place bridge. 

Progress during Period 5 can be summarised as follows : 

Section 1 C/1 D: City Centre Princes Street: 

• Track and carriageway works are continuing, including blinding, track improvement slab, track 
laying, track slab, central reserve works, OLE base work, carriageway formation prep, 
footpath works and kerbing . 

• Access has now also been taken to the Mound area, following the completion of the bulk of 
the utility works, and the road surface has been planed and the underlying concrete broken 
out over the majority of the area. 

• Pedestrian access routes opened on 03/08/09, for the duration of the Festival , to link the 
Mound with Hanover Street and Princes St West Gardens to both Frederick Street and Castle 
Street. 

• Enabling works commenced late period 05 between South Charlotte St and Lothian Rd. 

Section 58 Balgreen Road to Edinburgh Park Central : 

• Trial holes/Preparation works at guided bus way section for piling works early in Period 06. 
• Edinburgh Park Station Bridge: SSC continued to work on diaphragm construction and deck 

slab reinforcement ; 

Section SC Edinburgh Park Central to Gogarburn: 

• A8 underpass combined phase 1 & 2 programme has now been adopted. BSC are 
progressing with the site clearance and utility diversion; further work required to quantify 
scope of work required by Scottish Power to confirm status of existing cables. Construction 
methodology has been agreed with Telecoms companies for a re-commencement in period 
06. 

Section 6 Gogar Depot 

• Depot - Earthworks have not recommenced since 23 June09. Further excavation will 
commence on BODI to IFC Change agreement. The agreed total to date is 107607 cubic 
metres out of a total expected 141000 cubic metres (76%). Work due to commence: 

o Depot Access Rd - 1 i h August 2009 
o Depot Building Foundations 31st August 2009 
o Depot Building Steelwork 21st September 2009. 

Section 7 Gogarburn to Edinburgh Airport 

• Gogarburn Bridge replacement piers and capping beam being constructed. Pre-cast concrete 
beams due for delivery and installation early Period 06. 

• Gogar Culvert No.1 due to recommence early Period 06 
• Gogar Culvert No.3 due to recommence early Period 06 

Progress is now being monitored against the Revision 1 programme. The summary milestones 
against the agreed INFRACO contract and the short term Rev 1 programme milestones are shown in 
the table below. 
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Milestones Period 05 

Planned 

Preli ms 2 

Construction 7 

Progress - TRAMCO 

Actual 

2 

5 

Cumulative (Short-Term) 

Planned Actual 

50 50 

42 40 

FOISA exempt 

Contract 
Planned to 

POS 

50 

581 

O Yes 
ONo 

Good progress continues to be made with the progress of deliverables against the schedule. The 
production line commenced during 01 2009, with the modules for the first unit expected to be 
complete by the end of period 05. Testing of the first units remains on schedule for September 2009, 
with the delivery of the first tram still on schedule for April 2010. 

Progress - Testing & Commissioning 

The process for acceptance of the Edinburgh Tram is designed to ensure that it is delivered in an 
acceptably safe, compliant and efficient manner. This process is undertaken via the testing and 
commissioning regime to validate and verify the system against applicable standards. To this end, a 
number of processes are underway including: 

• Design Assurance. This process being undertaken by 8SC(SDS)/tie 
• Quality Checking: 11 of the 37 8SC inspections and test plans are in progress 
• Systems Safety: Safety verification plans are in place and this process of verification is underway 

with INFRACO, the ICP, TEL and Transdev all involved in the process. 

8SC have produced Inspection and Test Plans (ITP's) for the current set of construction works, 
however they have not yet produced a consolidated Test and Commissioning Plan. Constituent 
elements are available from CAF, the tram manufacturer, the Operator and an overall framework from 
TEL exists to cover the activities. 

It is intended over the next three periods to obtain collective engagement on testing and 
commissioning, and agreement to the formation of a project wide multi-disciplinary test coordination 
team as part of the "Preparing for Operations" key workstream. 

Progress - Interface with 3rd Party Projects 

tie and CEC identify other projects ongoing within the City that may impact on the tram project. This 
is reviewed on an ongoing basis both internally and with TS, to identify any conflicts and mitigations. 
The key projects to note in this regards are: 

• With regard to the Gogar Surface Station promoted by Transport Scotland, tie has supported 
Network Rail and Transport Scotland in their review of options for the vertical circulation tower 
and connection between the heavy rail station and the tram stop. During this review SDS has put 
much of the design activity for the tram elements of the Gogar Interchange on hold to avoid 
abortive work. SDS has also not been able to start work on architectural elements due to the fact 
that the architectural concept for the buildings has not been confirmed by Network Rail. Work on 
the vertical and horizontal alignment of the tram track has been brought forward and SDS is 
completing the sighting study based on that alignment. The decision not to continue with design 
activity for scheme 488 during the review of the base scheme design by Network Rail has meant 
that the tram elements are approximately 5 weeks in delay at present. If the Network Rail 
preferred option is chosen then there are opportunities to improve on the existing design 
programme and on the construction programme. tie will investigate these in Period 6 if the 
Network Rail preferred option is confirmed by Transport Scotland. To date approximately £80K 
has been expended on SDS design fees to date. 
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• The redevelopment of the St James Centre, which has been downgraded from red to amber in 
the period as commencement for this project is expected to take place towards the completion of 
the tramworks. 

• CEC/tie and NR are currently in discussion over agreeing a process to accommodate traffic 
management arrangements for the construction of the Waverley Steps following withdrawal of the 
objection to the TAWs order. 

Progress - Other 

Temporary traffic regulation orders (TTROs) 
• Weekly visual summary being produced of all tram traffic management throughout the city. 
• Successful switch of traffic for utilities works at Haymarket during Period 5. 
• Traffic management planning ongoing for Princes St Phase 3, Haymarket and Picardy Place. 

Traffic regulation orders (TROs) 
• A TRO programme is in place to ensure that the first order TRO 1, which will allow for operation of 

the tram system, is made by October 201 o. The informal consultation process for this has been 
completed and BSC have incorporate minor design revisions into the final design. tie received a 
set of TRO drawings on 19 August 2009, this enabling the statutory consultation process to 
commence (expected during September 2009). 

Network Rail 
• INFRACO has now delivered its EMC Management Plan and EMC Strategy for NR infrastructure 

assets and established the scope for the immunisation works. A programme for these works is 
being developed with INFRACO; 

• INFRACO will be developing the full assurance case for NR acceptance. Preliminary assurance 
case to enable traction power testing and commissioning will be completed by August 2009. 
Further assurance will be provided up to, and including, bringing into service; 

Third party interfaces 
• NR - the Bridge Agreements are not yet concluded. There is an outstanding issue on indemnities 

to close out. CEC are taking this matter up directly with TS and the ORR. The Operating 
Agreement draft with NR is currently on hold pending resolution of the same indemnities issue 
that is concerning CEC with the Bridge Agreement. Both matters are with CEC for resolution. 

• Forth Ports - have introduced a new clause into the Agreement drafting which seeks to link 
payment for the Tram works with the Planning Approval for the Leith Harbour Development, this is 
unacceptable to CEC and the matter has been raised for resolution at a senior level. 

• Haymarket car park compensation - tie have agreed compensation with NR and will settle this in 
Q1 09/10. tie continue to discuss with TS the additional compensation payable to First ScotRail , 
as a result of the extension of the FSR franchise from Nov 2011 to Nov 2014, as it is believed to 
be a TS cost; 

• Building fixings - deemed consent has been obtained from 306 owners as well as 66 consents 
with the owners' agreement. There are twelve fixings where matters remain unresolved and CEC 
have committed to pursue these through Sheriff Court action. Dates for hearings are to be 
established. The building fixing construction programme will commence in Spring 201 O; 

BAA - Burnside Road (BAA) 
• BRR: Raynesway Construction. Started on 101

h August with mobilisation and advance works. 

Section 78 Utilities 
• MUD works - The MUD contractor (Farrans) continues on site with trial holes ongoing, RBC 

removal, and the trench excavated for the multi utilities services with new services being laid. 
Utilities exposed at Eastfield Avenue. 

Hilton Car Park & Phase 1 
• INFRACO - No works have commenced. Reviewable Tram Works Design (RTWD) Issued. BAA 

response received. 
Section 1 Utilities 
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• Invitation to Tender documents {ITT) sent to 5 companies (Farrans, Morrisons, Raynesway, 
Clancy Docwra and UUPLC). Tenders return due on end of August. 

Fast link modifications (Front Line) 
• Works completed. 
• BT manhole is to be built after the Scottish Power cable has been diverted 
Murrayfield Pitches (Souters) 
• Final accounts now agreed. Subject to works being carried out during maintenance and 

establishment period. 
Archaeological works at Constitution Street (Frontline) : 
• General excavation of the archaeological works site recommenced 

Current Financial Year 
• The budget for Phase 1 a in 2009/10 is £150.1 m which has been produced linking the tie re-

baselined programme to lnfraco construction milestones. tie have escalated two key issues to 
Dispute Resolution Procedure (DRP) following the failure of mediation to bring both parties to an 
agreement. It is anticipated that a fully agreed programme will not be made available from the 
lnfraco contractor until key DRP issues have been resolved. 

• The current outturn of £150.1 m is due to be fully re-assessed in period 6 in-line with t ie's latest 
internal view of programme and Project Managers view of lnfraco deliverables in 2009/10. 

• The unresolved commercial issues introduced a high degree of uncertainty of the outturn costs for 
financial year 09/10 in relation to activities which the lnfraco may not start until commercial 
differences are resolved and tie may not have sufficient contractual leverage to instruct 
commencement. tie have assessed a range of sensitivities to the 09//1 O forecast which indicate 
that current lnfraco progress is likely to impact spend by between -£5m to -£30m in the year [see 
Section 3.1 Headline Cost Report]. 

• Funding available from TS for the project in 2009/1 O is £149m. The TS share of this year's 
budget {£153.3m) is £140.6m , giving available headroom of £8.4m . 

Actual YTD P5 & forecast P6-P13 FY09/10 
£m YTD Forecast Total FY09/10 

P5 P6 - P13,09/10 
Infrastructure and vehicles 27.0 88.6 115.6 

Utilities diversions 6.5 1.8 8.3 
Design 1 .1 1.4 2.5 

Land and compensation 0.7 0.9 1.6 
Resources and insurance 5.0 8.3 13.3 
Base costs 40.3 101.1 141.4 

Risk allowance 0.0 8.7 8.7 
Total Phase 1a 40.3 109.8 150.1 

• COWD to Period 5 is £40.3m (Period 4 £31 .0m) against budget £40.9m. The main drivers for 
the £0.6m variance are: the timing of lnfraco costs forecast in 2009/10 offset by MUD FA costs 
incurred over the original plan. 

• Forecast payment of £3.2m was made to the lnfraco Contractor in August relating to phase 1 b 
costs. 
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R b r d Ph e- ase me ase 1a AFC d an fT pro I mg 
£m Cum 

FY07/08 
Infrastructure and vehicles 30.7 
Utilities diversions 18.4 
Desiqn 21.4 
Land and compensation 16.8 
Resources and insurance 42.7 
Base costs 130.0 
Risk Allowance 0.0 
Total Phase 1a 130.0 
Phase 1 b postponement 3.0 
Total Phase 1a and Phase 1b 133.1 

Actual FY FY 
08/09 09/10 10/1 1 
45.4 115.6 108.7 
33.4 8.3 0.0 
4.7 2.5 1.1 
1.7 1.6 0.1 
15.8 13.3 11.3 
101 .0 141.4 121 .2 
0.0 8.7 10.7 
101 .0 150.1 131 .9 
0.0 3.2 0.0 
101 .0 153.3 131 .9 

FY 
11/12 
2.8 
0.0 
0.1 
0.8 
7.4 
11 .1 
3.0 
14.1 
0.0 
14.1 

FOISA exempt 

AFC 

303.1 
60.1 
29.8 
21.1 
90.6 
504.7 
22.4 
527.1 
6.2 
533.3 

O Yes 
ONo 

• The table above reflects the base costs and risks aligned to the tie re-baselined programme 
(Feb-12) and re-alignment of the lnfraco milestones schedule. The AFC for Phase 1 a above 
includes an unapproved increase of £15.1 m to the project risk allowance. The approved cost 
estimate for delivery of Phase1 a of the project remains at £512m. The phasing of the £527.1 m 
plan remains in-line with period 3 and will be updated in period 6 by tie, and following that when 
there is an updated agreed programme with the lnfraco contractor. 

• The latest forecast view includes £3.2m of costs relating to Phase 1 b which crystallised as 
contractually payable to BSC due to the postponement of Phase 1 b (this will require to be 
covered by current funding). Coupled with the re-baselined forecast, there is £11.7m of funding 
headroom within the £545m total funding available. 

Risk & Opportunity 

There were nine risk reviews held in the period. Four items were close on the lnfraco concerns 
register and three risks closed on the Project Risk Register. There were fourteen risk draw downs 
approved in the period totaling £7,507,036. These are detailed later in this report. This leaves a risk 
and contingency balance of £9,512,072 (based upon the approved Project Risk Allowance at 
Financial Close). 

From the Cost Ouantative Risk Analysis undertaken during Period 5, the Project Risk Allocation has 
reduced by £7,507,036 in the period. The current Project Risk Allocation (based on the approved 
budget) is £9,512,072. All existing risks, as well as those recently added, are being reviewed to 
ensure the ORA output is as accurate as is reasonably possible. It is accepted that the additional 
risks and increase in ORA output are currently unapproved. These are within the unapproved range in 
costs provided to TS on 261

h May. tie will continue to report on the risk allocation at Financial Close 
until a new budget (with an updated ORA) is approved. 

Communications/Customer Service 

Media Features 

The press and broadcast media has produced a mix of positive and not so positive coverage on a 
wide range of topics in local and national press during this reporting period. Positive included: 

• over 100,000 visitors to the tram mock-up since February 
• commentary on the back of Network Rail's Gogar Interchange announcement 
• the Council's front page leader in Scotsman in relation to the positive economic news for the 

city 

Less positive coverage has been dominated towards the end of this period mainly as a result of 
reports of tie and its contractors entering into the Dispute Resolution Process over a number of 
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outstanding issues. The coverage was in the main fairly balanced with minimal criticism of tie and the 
project generally. 

Customer Service 

Incoming correspondence during Period 5 totalled 398, a reasonably significant drop of 50 contacts 
compared to Period 4's total. 

Public Information Planning 

Online communication has evolved considerably over the last period, particularly with our entry into 
"Web 2.0" or social media networking sites such as Facebook and Twitter. There has been a 
substantial increase in visits to the tram website with 15382 hits being recorded this period against 
last period's 9252. 

Partner and Stakeholder Communications 

The Tramformer programme launches in schools at the end of August and presentations will be given 
to Primary 6 classes to recruit two children from each school. 

Freedom of Information Requests - FOi 

During this period a total of three new requests have been received under the Freedom of Information 
(Scotland) Act 2002 as well as two requests for reviews from previous responses. One application to 
the Scottish Information Commissioner's Office for appeal which is carried forward from the last 
reporting period is still pending. 

Edinburgh Festival 2009 

A range of measures are being implemented over the festivals period to ensure they can proceed as 
smoothly as possible while tram construction continues. These measures included: 

• An alternative venue for the Festival Cavalcade 

• Revised arrangements for the Festival Fireworks 

• Improved pedestrian signage for routes across Princes Street and to venues 

• Improved tidiness of construction sites and refreshed city promotion and information 

An additional publicity and city promotion campaign was undertaken by the Council along with tie ltd, 
Festivals Edinburgh and Essential Edinburgh. 
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Paper to: TPB Meeting date: 26 August 2009 
Subject: Project change control update - Period 5, 2009/1 O 
Preparer: Mark Hamill 

Summary 

O Yes 
ONo 

This paper is intended to update the Tram Project Board with the current status 
regarding approved project change orders and their implications on the overall Tram 
Project Budget. To the end of Period4, £13.3m had been drawn down from the 
original risk allowance of £30.3 at Financial Close. In Period 5, an additional £7.5m 
has been drawn down. The table below summarises the approved project changes 
that have financially impacted the project risk allowance since Financial Close in May 
2008. 

Description Base cost Risk Total 
Position at Financial Close 
(PCB) 481,680,811 30,336,196 512,017 ,007 
Chanqes to end Period 4 * 13,317,088 -13,317,088 0 
Position at end Period 4 494,997,899 17,019,108 512,017,007 
Period 5 chanqes 7,507,036 -7,507,036 0 
Position at end Period 4 (CAB) 502,504,935 9,512,072 512,017,007 

*Reduced by £7,333 to account for subsequent reduction in COP071 - CEC Staff Costs Recharges 

Changes Approved in Period 5 

Proposed Cycleway around Edinburgh Park Tramstop (COP107 - £52.095) 
The original design reflected no continuous cycleway beyond the tramstop. The 
intention was that cyclists would dismount and cross the tramline prior to gaining 
access to the road south of the tramstop. tie/CEC proposed an alternative route 
partially located outside the LoD and providing a uninterrupted cycleway in this 
location. 

Depot Steelwork and Foundations (COP11 O - £318.155) 
A BDDI-IFC change was agreed with BSC for additional steelwork and foundation 
impacts at the Depot. 

Stray current monitoring (Capcis. Atkins & Frontline) (COP111 - £89.596) 
There is a requirement to undertake a monitoring campaign to determine the 
baseline stray current interference level prior to the commencement of construction 
works. 

SGN diversion AS underpass (COP113 - £302,000) 
SGN required a temporary diversion to allow the piling and road deck to be carried 
out prior to reinstatement in the carriageway. tie and SGN developed a solution 
which involved revising the permanent diversion route to ensure the most cost 
effective solution with the minimum interruption to the programme. 
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Utilities Risk Drawdown (COP114 - £6,761,000) 
Please see separate paper. 

Design Changes for MUDFA (COP115 - £44,223) 

FOISA exempt 
O Yes 
O No 

This change is for post-novation design changes relating to utility diversions. 

Stage 1 Design Changes (10 no. - £294,062) 
These are agreed design changes where the construction impact is not yet known 
but the design element has been instructed via letter (stage 1 ). In most cases there 
will be a construction impact (stage 2) and when this is known, the formal change 
order will be issued. 

Gogar Roundabout Lighting 
South Gyle Access Bridge 
Murrayfield Stadium Retaining Wall- Pattered Finish 
Murrayfield Tramstop 
Redesign Gogarburn Retaining Wall 
Design Alternative to Haymarket Junction 
Gogarburn Retaining Wall finishes 
Shandwick Place CEC Preferential Treatment 
Shandwick Place CEC Preferential Treatment 
Preliminary Design 
Balgreen Road Bridge Amending, Technical Design 

Decision(s) I support required 

The TPB is requested to: 

1 . Note the Project Change Control status at Period 5, and 

COP112 £4,985 
COP1 16 £72,604 
COP117 £3,243 
COP118 £32,648 
COP119 £48,620 
COP120 £52,168 
COP121 £4,999 
COP123 £56,900 
COP124 £15,001 

COP125 £2,894 

2. Review and approve the additional paper on the Mudfa Risk Drawdown 

Proposed Name:Mark Hamill Date: 26 August "009 
Title: Risk & Insurance Manager 

Recommended Name:Steven Bell Date: 26 August 2009 
Title: Tram Project Director 

Approved ... .. . ...... ... .... .. ... ... .. ... ... .... Date: .... ... .. .. . 
David Mackay on behalf of the Tram Project Board 
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Subject: Utilities Risk Drawdown 
Preparer: Mark Hamill 

Summary 

FOISA exempt 

Meeting date: 26 August 2009 

O Yes 
O No 

This paper requests authorisation from the Tram Project Board to drawdown £6.8m 
from the project risk allowance. 

The Board were advised at the meeting on 8 July 2009 that a number of commercial 
matters around delay and disruption claims were still to be resolved with CUS. At 
the 29 July 2009 Board meeting the Project Director informed the Board that a 
process had been agreed with CUS for addressing their measurement applications, 
with further dialogue planned to address CUS's approach on delay and disruption, 
with the impact and associated risks identified in the overall cost review. 

Approval for this change is also being sought from CEC through the 
Edinburgh Tram Project - Status Report (Agenda item 8.3 (A) - Report Number: 
CEC/38/09-10/CD+F) at the full Council meeting on 20 August 2009. 

This increase comprises a number of elements which will result in, as yet 
unconfirmed, additional costs. The key drivers behind this increase relate to: 

1. Increase in prelims (£1 .3m) 
2. Measured works/change (£3.0m) 
3. Enabling works (£0.9m) 
4. Indexation costs (£0.9m) 
5. Settlement of delay and disruption claims (£1 .0m) 

Of these elements, items 1 to 4 are directly related to the greater quantum of utility 
diversions required than originally anticipated and the prolonged programme due to 
greater complexity and traffic management challenges. Any proposed settlements 
(after negotiation with the contractor) under item 5 will be referred to the TMO for 
approval as required. 

As the costs for the above issues are still to be agreed with the contractor, a range of 
figures for each item was developed by tie and a prudent view taken on each item 
(see Appendix A). It should be noted that the use of these additional funds will be 
monitored through tie's internal change management process. This will be 
highlighted in future Board reports. 

Impact on programme 
This change takes into account the current revised programme completion date of 
November 2009. 
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This change is to increase the Mudfa AFC in line with all anticipated costs to the 
completion of the Mudfa works. The drawdown is required to increase the Approved 
Budget to accommodate the actual costs which may be incurred. 

Decision(s) I support required 

The TPB is requested to: 
1 . Formally approve the drawdown from risk of £6.8m. 

Proposed Name:Mark Hamill Date: 26 August 2009 
Title: Risk & Insurance Manager 

Recommended Name:Steven Bell Date: 26 August 2009 
Title: Tram Project Director 

Approved ....... ... ... ... ... ...... ....... .... ... Date: .... ....... . 
David Mackay on behalf of the Tram Project Board 
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Appendix A - Utilities Change Estimate (Range) 

Preli ms 7.3 

Measured work and change 27.3 

Enabling 5.1 

Indexation 0.9 

Maintenance I Gain Share I Incentive 1.2 

Delay & Disruption 2.2 

CUS scope ( excl £4.1 m depot 44.0 
excav'n) 

Outside GUS scope (S1 A & 7) 3.1 

sues 13.0 

Betterment recovery (6.8) 

Total Cost 53.3 

FOISA exempt 

1.3 

3.0 

0.9 

0.9 

1.0 

7.2 

(0.4) 

6.8 

DYes 
ONo 

8.6 

30.3 

6.0 

1.8 

1.2 

3.2 

51.2 

3.1 

13.0 

(7.2) 

60.1 
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TPB Meeting date: 26 August 2009 
Proposed Traffic Regulation Orders Strategy and Programme 
Duncan Fraser 

This paper follows on from the proposed TRO protocol paper to the TPB on 29 July 
2009. This paper sets out the agreed TRO Strategy and programme with Council 
officials and tie. 

Introduction 
Following the last TPB, when the proposed Traffic Regulation Order (TRO) 
Protocol paper was approved in principle, it was agreed that there was to be a 
follow up meeting with the Council officials to agree the TRO process and 
programme. This has now been agreed and this paper presents the TRO Strategy 
and programme. This TRO Strategy and programme will also be presented to the 
TIE Committee on the 22 September 2009, with a recommendation to approve the 
TRO process and programme to be adopted. 

TRO Strategy 
The primary objective of the strategy is to make the TROs necessary to operate the 
tram to the business case while maintaining the necessary access for other road 
users. This TRO strategy is required to complete the process started when the 
Tram Acts were granted by Parliament in 2006. 
This TRO strategy is also required because of the unique tram project 
circumstances. These unique circumstances are that the project is already 
committed to by the Council, is subject to the Council's approved business case 
and also the tram project is under construction. 
Critically it is necessary to ensure that TRO 1 , those orders necessary to operate 
the tram and provide reasonable access for all road users, is in place prior to the 
completion of the tram works. This is because Temporary Traffic Regulation orders 
(TIRO) are only intra vires during the works phase. Therefore the strategy must 
assure that TRO 1 orders are in place to enable the Council to manage and control 
the road network and avoid any gap in the regulation of the roads, along the on 
road sections of the tram route. 
The TRO drawings are necessary to commence the statutory process and were 
provided to tie by BSC on 18 August 2009. They are the outcome of over 4 years 
of design work and have been subject to extensive public consultation, which in 
turn has been taken into account in the design where possible and appropriate. 

The strategy agreed with the Council officials by tie is as follows:-

TRO 1 process:-
• TRO 1 will revoke all existing orders along the on road sections of 

the tram route and make new orders 
• Adhere to the statutory minimum by consulting the 5 statutory 

Consultees only 
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• Be supported by a public information exercise involving the web 
site so that other public groups are informed of the TRO strategy 
and the relationship between the TROs; the programme and the 
key dates when information and drawings will be available; and 
importantly when objections can be made etc. 

• CEC have instructed that site notices are to be placed and accept 
that there will be an additional cost and that this is not a legal 
requirement 

• Public Deposit of the Order will be in line with usual Council 
practice 

• It is accepted that there is no mandatory requirement to hold a 
public hearing. 

• The TIE Committee will determine at the meeting whether to hear 
deputations. Tie has advised the Council that if deputations are to 
be heard then this would increase the risk of a legal challenge. 

• TRO 2 process:- TRO 2 would promote any variations to TRO 1 
orders that arise from design changes 

• Should adhere to statutory requirements and normal customs and 
practices in the Council 

• Should be the subject of further public consultation to draw on the 
actuality of TRO 1 implementation and experience, including 
monitoring outputs 

• Should be supported by a similar public information exercise on 
the web site 

• Could be subject of a public hearing, if Members decide 

TRO 3 process:-
• TRO 3 would promote any variations to TRO 2 arising from 

operational and safety issues 
• Should follow the review of tram operations during the 

commissioning period 
• Should be the subject of further public consultation to draw on the 

actuality of TRO 2 implementation and experience, including 
monitoring outputs 

• Should be supported by a similar public information exercise on 
the web site 

• Could be subject of a public hearing, if Members decide 

Further TROs:-
• Any further changes to the road network, along or adjacent to the 

tram route, would be promoted by CEC directly 

TROs for wider area and off-street tram sections:-
• To be promoted for area wide network improvements and 

separate from the trams 
• To be promoted for changes on roads along or adjacent to off

street sections of the tram 
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• These order can be promoted on an independent time scale to the 
tram TROs 

Cost and programme impact: 

Compliance with the TRO Strategy will avoid any delay to the operation of the tram 
and ensure that regulatory powers are in place to enable the Council, as Roads 
Authority, to manage the road network. 
There are potential cost implications for tie promoting TRO 2 & 3 with respect to 
D&W, which will be reviewed subject to the Council's formal approval of the TRP 
Strategy. Design changes to TRO are captured under BSC current scope of work, 
however and future changes such as in TRO 3, would require additional funding. It 
is assumed that for budgeting purposes there will not be a public hearing and that 
CEC would resource further TROs after TRO 3. 

Programme 

The programme for implementation of the TRO Strategy is set out in the table 
below. It demonstrates that TRO 1 and 2 can be implemented prior to operating the 
tram. TRO 3 can be implemented as and when necessary and is not critical to the 
operation of the tram. 

ITEM DESCRIPTION DATE 
1 Statutory Consultation (28 day) on draft TR01 Start 12 Oct 

Orders. 2009 
2 Report outcome of statutory consultation to 9 Feb 2010 

Transport, Infrastructure and Environment ( or call Special 
Committee and seek approval to place draft Committee 
TR01 Orders on public deposit. meeting) 

3 Public deposit (28 day) of draft TR01 Orders, 
i.e. advertise Orders and invite comments and/or 

22 Feb 2010 

objections from the public. 
4 Report outcome of public consultation to Council 

and seek approval to make TR01 Orders. 
June 2010 

5 Make TR01 Orders. July 2010 
6 Consider comments on and objections to TR01 

and promote a variation Order (TR02), as 
appropriate. Off-street tram TROs and wider 
area road network TROs will be promoted at the 
same time. 

July 2010 
onwards 

7 Review tram operation during the tram Oct 201 1 
commissioning period and promote variation 
Order (TR03), as necessary. 

onwards 
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The TPB to note the TRO Strategy and programme is agreed with CEC officials 
and will be delivered by the Council supported by tie, subject to Council TIE 
committee's approval on 22 September 2009. 

Proposed: Name: Duncan Fraser Date: 26 August 2009 
Title: Roads and TRO Manager 

Recommended: Name:Susan Clark Date: 
Title: Deputy Tram Project Director 

Approved: .... ............ ... ... ... ... ...... ... ... Date: .... ....... . 
David Mackay on behalf of the Tram Project Board 
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Paper to: TPB 
2009 

Meeting date: 26 August 

Subject: Financial, Commercial & Legal sub-committee (FCL) 
Preparer: Graeme Bissett 

Summary 

DYes 
ONo 

This paper is intended to update the Tram Project Board with the current remit of 
Financial, Commercial & Legal sub-committee (FCL). 

The FCL Committee was formally established as a sub-committee of the Tram 
Project Board with a remit to oversee financial, commercial and legal process and 
issues management, but without delegated decision-making authority. The formal 
remit is attached for reference. In the course of 2009, an increasing requirement for 
active commercial and contractual management has developed in response to 
failure by the main construction contractor to adhere to contract terms and normal 
rules of professional construction management procedure. 

It is therefore proposed that the FCL Committee should take a leading role on 
behalf of the TPB in overseeing the resolution of the disputed areas. This will 
involve weekly meetings while there is an active resolution process underway with 
the objective of achieving project programme and cost certainty within a 
reasonable risk tolerance. 

The FCL Committee will focus on: 

• Assessment of the legal strategy deployed to resolve the disputed issues 
• Monitoring of the legal and commercial mechanisms designed to resolve 

specific material issues including the timing and means of their deployment 
• Assessing the financial and risk implications of the specific material issues 
• Monitoring progress and assessment of proposed resolution terms 

The range of material issues under dispute is captured in a discrete manner within 
a suite of documents (the "Resolution Strategy document") which will be kept up to 
date as disputed matters evolve. The approach was approved by the TPB on 
29. 7.09. At the same meeting, authority was granted to the Project SRO (tie Chief 
Executive) to execute the strategy in consultation with the FCL sub-committee. The 
delegated authority of the Project SRO in this context is therefore: 

1 . Approval to implement legal and commercial strategies and mechanisms 
aimed at the resolution of specific material issues, as set out in the 
Resolution Strategy 

2. Approval to conclude matters where the project cost impact is less than £1 m 
relative to the approved AFC of £512m and I or where the programme 
impact relative to the approved revenue commencement date of July 2011 is 
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less than 3 months. These impacts to include any consequential impacts on 
other aspects of the budget or programme. 

A minute of the key decisions approved at each FCL Committee meeting will be 
prepared and presented or summarised for the 4-weekly TPB meeting. This will 
include a rolling forward assessment of possible decisions required prior to the next 
TPB meeting, so that further specific delegated authority can be considered. 

The levels of delegated authority should be formally re-assessed at each TPB 
meeting in order to keep pace with the resolution process. The FCL Committee will 
be attended by senior tie I TEL management and by senior Council Officers, in 
order to ensure the appropriate level of authority from each organisation. This will 
normally include the TMO, Council Solicitor, Project SRO (tie CEO) and the Tram 
Project Director. Quorum will be at least one of TMO or Council Solicitor ( or their 
authorised deputies); and at least one of the Project SRO or Tram Project Director 
(or their authorised deputies). 

Proposed Name:Graeme Bissett Date: 26 August 2009 
Title: Strategic Planning Director 

Recommended Name:Steven Bell Date: 26 August 2009 
Title: Tram Project Director 

Approved .......... ...................... ....... Date: ..... ... .. . . 
David Mackay on behalf of the Tram Project Board 
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Progress Report 
Issue 1 

Period 05 

ETN Primary Risk Register- Period 5 2009/10 
Risk Description 

ARM Rlsk ID Cause 

"343 

"1077 

General delay to programme 
wtth various causes e.g. 
rallure to obtain approvals on 
time; parliamentary 
processes, contractor 
issues. 

Base Date Design 
Information to Issued For 
Constructions (BDDI-IFC). 
Lack of visibility of design 
changes between November 
2007 and May 2008 

Event 

Delay to completion of 
project 

Effect Rlsk Owner Significance 

Increased out-turn cost S Bell 
due to dela}' plus 
revenue loss 

Tramworks price based on Additional cost and RBell 
a design whleh may have programme delay 
been altered. Unclearwho 
authorised design change. 

Treatment Strategy 

DRP on programme management 
(EOT1 ) 
Lias on between tielBSC 
programme managers 

Programme Management Panel 
process 

Weekly tie/BSC commercial 
meetings 

Establish a process which will act 
as a control mechanism for design 
changes. 

Intensive Mediation Marathon 
2916/09 to 6f7/09 to try and resolve 
issues. 

Mediation resulted In no overall 
agreement on BODI - IFC although 
it gave useful background 
information. Strategy paper to be 
presented to TPB on 29 July to 
seek approval for way forward 
including utilising necessary 
contract mechanisms (DRP. audit 
etc) 

Previous 
Status 

NIA 

On 
Programme 

On 

Current 
Status 

On 
programme 
On 
Programme 

On 
Programme Programme 

On On 
Programme Programme 

Complete Complete 

Complete Complete 

Complete Complete 

Resolution Strategy approved· 1st Complete Complete 
DRP to go 10th August. Audit 
requests to BSC for information 
going w/c 3.8.09 

Due Action 
Date Owner 

30-Jul-09 SBell 

30-Dec-1 1 THickman 

30-Dec-1 1 F McFadden 

30-Dec-1 1 M Paterson 

30-Jun-09 T Glazebrook 

30-Jun-09 SBell 

14-Aug-09 S Bell 

1 O·Aug-09 S Bell 
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Progress Report 
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ETN Primary Risk Register- Period 5 2009/10 

ARM Risk ID Cause 

"1090 

"1091 

Initial costs for Burns! de 
Road works higher than 
anticipated 

Risk Description 

Event Effect 

Cost of works at Burnside Additional Cost 
Road exceed that allowed 
In project budget. 

Excavation of soft, Additional cost 
unsuitable material below 
Earthworks outline 

Risk owner Significance 

F McFadden 

FMcFadden -

"1101 Unreasonable behaviour of Unrealistic estimates being Programme delay F McFadden ••••• 

"1094 

BSC commercial submitted for potential while disputes 
management changes regarding estimates 

are resolved 

Roads throughout works 
require full depth 
reconstruction 

Programme Impact F McFadden ••••• 
plus additional costs. 
£1.5m cap applies to 
only 4 areas. Total 
exposure estimated at 
£3m 

Trealrnent Strateoy 

Costs being reviewed ancttender 
documents sent out April 09. 

Tender docs Issued based on 
scheme design information. Pre-
tender estimate produced and final 
design ongoing. Delivery of 
tenders final outcome can be 
predicted. 

Donaldsons to carry out surveys 

Elctent of son ground being 
Investigated. External specialist 
advice de ployed. 

Additional resource from T&T 

Agreed with BSC for indepenclant 
evalutation to get benchmark 

All estimates to be scrutinised by 
tie commercial team and, where 
appropriate, challenge made to 
BSC. Addi1ional resource (T&T) 
being used to check estimates to 
reduce delay. 

Cany out surveys to confi rm extent 
of roads requiring t\JII depth 
reconstruction 

Suite of options from surveys to be 
reviewed and agreement reached 

Previous Current Due Action 
Status Status Date OWner 

Complete Complete 30-Jun-09 FMcFactden 

Complete Complete 30-Jul-09 F McFadden 

Complete Complete 30-Jui-09 CNeil 

On On 31-Dec-09 M Paterson 
Programme Programme 

Complete Complete 30-Jui-09 M Paterson 

Complete Complete 30-Jul-09 M Paterson 

On On 30-Dec-10 M Paterson 
Programme Programme 

Complete Complete 30-Jun-09 CNeil 

On On 31-0 ct-09 M Paterson 
Programme Programme 
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ARM Risk ID cause Event Effect Risk OWINlr Significance Treatment Strategy 

"44 

"279 

SOS contractor does not Delay to IFC drawings 
deliver the required prior and beyond V31 Programme 
technical approval consents 
in line with SDS V31 

Third party consents 
including Network Rail 
consent are denied or 
delayed 

Delay to programme D Sharp 
with additional 
resource costs and 
delay to lnfraco. 
Impact upon risk 
balance. 

Delay to programme; D Sharp 
Risk transfer response 
by bidders is to return 
risk to tie; Increased 
out-turn cost If 
transferred and also 
as a result of any delay 
due to inflation. 

Evaluation of prior approval 
programme 

Hold fortnightly Roads Design 
Group 

Informal consultation prior to 
statutory consultation 

Integrate CEC into tie 
organisationJaccomodation (office 
move) 

Weekly Meetings of Approvals Task 
Force 

Additional EMC modelling to give 
better info to NR 

CEC Planning - mock application 
by SOS 

Draft depot and station change 
proposals to NR 

Identify fall back options 

Monitoring and tracking through the 
3rd party rep 

Monitoring ofBBS-12week look 
ahead 

Obtain critical consents prior to 
financial close 

Weekly meetings of Approvals 
Task Force 

Previous Cu I Acti 

Complete Complete 31-0ct·OS DSharp 

Complete Complete 31-Dec-07 T Glazebrook 

Complete Complete 31-Mar-09 T Glazebrook 

Complete Complete 4-Jun-07 T Glazebrook 

On On 30-0ct-09 D Sharp 
Programme Programme 

Complete Complete 31-Dec-07 C Kerr 

Complete Complete 31-Dec-07 T Glazebrook 

Complete Complete 31-Jan-08 A Sim 

Complete Complete 31-Aug-07 T Glazebrook 

Complete Complete 30-Jun-09 DSharp 

On On 14-JUl-11 R Bell 
Programme Programme 

Complete Complete 31-Jul-08 T Glazebrook 

On On 30-act-09 DSharp 
Programme Programme 
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Effect 

Progress Report 
Issue 1 

Period 05 

Risk owner Significance Treaunent Strategy 

"52 Political and/or Stakeholder Amendments to design Programme delay as a D Sharp ciose working relationship with 
obj ectives change or require scope from current result of re-work; CEC and stakeholders 
design developments that baseline and 1Unctlona1 Programme delay due 
constitute a change of scope; specification. late receipt of change 
Planning Department requirements and lack Weekly critical issues meeting 
requires scope over and of resolution; 
above baseline scope in Scope/cost creep 
order to give approval (may (dealt with through 
be as a result of lack of change process); 
agreement over Project ultimately could 
interpretation of planning become unaffordable. 
legal requirements). 

"928 Major single safety incident Safety incident during Delay (potentially F Mcfadden All Site Staff to get CSCS or 
(including a dangerous construction Cfiticat) due to HSE equivalent 
occurrence) during investigation and 
construction rework. PR risk1o tie Develop and Implement Incident 

and stakeholders. Management Processes 
HSOE Audits, site inspections and 
Management Safety Tours to be 
carried out 
Safety Induction to be carried out 
for all site staff 

Site Supervisors to be appointed by 
tie 

The tie ·safett bus is being 
used to deliversafetytalks & 
culture surveys to the contractors 
workforce. 

~931 Utilities assets uncovered Unknown or abandoned Re-design and delay CNeil GPR surveys in areas where the re 
during construction that were assets impacts scope of as investigation 1alces are likey to be services 
not previously accounted for; lnfraco work place and solu1ion 
unidentified abandoned Implemented; Increase 
utilities assets; known in Capex cost as a lnfraco trial holes where 
redudant utilities; unknown result of additional applicable. 
live utilities; unknown WOrl<S. 

redundant utilities . MUDFA trial holes to verify GPR 
surveys 

Obstructions and voids survey. 
establish ownership reduced delay 
on discovery. 

PreVious Cu I Acti 

On On 31-Jan-11 L Murphy 
Programme Programme 

Complete Complete 31-Jul-08 T Glazebrook 

On On 30-Jan-11 C Mcl auchlan 
Programme Programme 

Complete Complete 27-Apr-07 TCondie 

On On 31-Dec-10 B Cummins 
Programme Programme 

On On 31-Dec-10 BCummins 
Programme Programme 

Complete Complete 28-Fet>-07 s Clark 

On On 31-Dec-09 8 Cummins 
Programme Programme 

Complete Complete 1-Apr-07 T Glazebrook 

On On 31-Jan-10 P Dobbin 
Programme Programme 

Complete Complete 30-Jul-09 A Hill 

On On 31-Dec-09 c Neil 
Programme Programme 
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: Register - Period 5 2009/10 
Rjs 

ARM Risk 10 cause Event Effect 

"977 Legal challenge. Extension Delay In achievement or Requirement to start 
of statutory consultation TRO(s) due to a large construction using 
process. Laroe number of number of public TIROs 
obJections. TRO process is objections and/or a legal 
subject to a public hearing challenge to using a TIRO 
process. to construct lnfraco. 

~1084 Coonstraints applied to work Additional Traffic Additional cost and 
areas post-contract to satisfy Management and enabling potential delay to 
staKeholders works are required to meet programme 

stakeholder constraints 
applied post-contract 

Progress Report 
Issue 1 

Period 05 

Risk Owner Significance Treatment Strategy 

D Fraser - TRO strategy approved by board. 
discussion to be held with CEC 
head of transport to reduce risk of 
legal challenge. 

Use or TIROs to undertake 
construction of permanent works in 
adVance or permanent TROs being 
approved. 

G Barclay Assess TM implications to 
minimise enabling works and 
additional cost Areas concerned 
are Haymarke~ York Place to 
Picardy and Bailie Street Junction. 

Previous Cu Acti 

On On 31-0ct-09 s Clark 
Programme Programme 

On On 30-Jan-11 A Sim 
Programme Programme 

On On 31-Aug-09 G Barclay 
Programme Programme 
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On following pages are Sections 2-7 of the Transport Scotland report 
(Section 1 is the Project Directors report) . 

FOISA 
exempt 
DYes 
DNo 
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Progress Report 
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Period 05 

The cost, programme and risk information in this Period 5 report continues to be based 
unapproved forecast on the information reported in May 2009. This will be updated once the 
above actions are progressed. 

Overall progress remains behind the master programme, primarily due to: 
• Finalisation of the agreement of change delaying the commencement of work ; 
• Incomplete utility diversions in the On-Street sections caused in part by traffic 

management constraints ; 
• Slow mobilisation of INFRACO, including lack of formal sub-contracts being in place; 
• Failure of INFRACO to submit preparatory paperwork in a timely manner i.e. Work 

Package Plans, Method Statements etc; 
• Requirement for re-design of temporary works ; 
• Design slippage since novation of design to INFRACO (now recorded in v46 of the 

design programme); 
• Design changes as a result of the Prior and Technical Approvals process; and 
• Consortium integrated design programme and validation 

Agreement of a revised programme is one of the key priorities for the PMP and this was one 
of the key discussion topics at mediation. Discussions on programme revision and potential 
extension of time awards to 8SC are continuing during Period 5. It is one of the remaining 
significant differences between the parties. 

The tie live programme currently predicts an Open for Revenue Service date of October 
2012. This has slipped slightly since last period and is mainly due to the lack of progress 
being achieved by INFRACO across the route compounded by delays caused by Utility 
Diversions at Haymarket and Newhaven. 

As per the previous period reporting tie retain an unapproved recalibrated baseline 
programme which reflects an Open for Revenue Service date of 23 Feb 2012. This is still a 
tie only view as, to date a recalibrated programme although now submitted by INFRACO has 
not been agreed with 8SC. tie has commented on submissions received from INFRACO and 
detailed discussions have continued with both teams to resolve the causes and effects of 
delay. 

The table below remains as was previously reported and as well as the recalibrated baseline 
programme it also reflects a completely unmitigated programme as a control scenario only. 
This is an unapproved delay to the Open for Revenue Service date. On a section by section 
basis there are "swings and roundabouts" identified in terms of improvement I degradation of 
delivery dates. Integration of these sections by 8SC is now underway and the re-baselined 
programme assumes the all logic changes will be accepted by 8SC. 

Area Description Unmitigated Re-baseline 
Finish Finish 

Section 1A Newhaven Road to Foot of the Walk 03-MAY-12 08-SEP-11 
Section 18 Foot of the Walk to McDonald Road 10-JAN-12 09-SEP-11 
Section 1C McDonald Road to Princes Street west 28-MAR-12 06-SEP-11 
Section 1 D Princes Street west to Havmarket 19-0CT-11 17-MAR-11 
Section 2A Haymarket to Roseburn junction 14-FE8-11 28-JUL-10 
Section SA Roseburn Junction to 8alareen Road 20-MAR-12 17-JUN-11 
Section 58 8alareen Road to Edinburgh Park central 23-JUN-11 04-FE8-11 
Section SC Edinburoh Park Central to Goaarburn 24-0CT-11 20-JAN-11 
Section 6A Goaar depot 28-MAR-11 15-0CT-1 O 
Section 7A Gooarburn to lnaliston Park and Ride 07-JUL-11 11 -MAR-11 
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Section 78 lngliston Park and Ride to Airport 
Section A Depot (readv to receive trams) 
Section B Test track 
Section C All construction complete 
Section D Open for Revenue Service 

26-JUL-11 
21-JAN-11 
07-JUL-11 
20-APR-12 
17-0CT-12 

Progress Report 
Issue 1 

Period 05 

11 -MAR-11 
15-0CT-10 
27-DEC-10 
27-AUG-11 
23-FEB-12 

Importantly, the re-baseline programme does not take account of any opportunities regarding: 
1. Improved productivity rates - Princes Street will be an important test in this regard ; 
2. Embargo relaxations ; 
3. Alternative construction methodologies to recover time; 
4. Adjustments to the testing and commissioning phase (the original programme window has 

been held) ; or 
5. Partial opening options. 

2.2 Design 

IFC Design 

Approvals and Consents V47 are progressing as follows: 
• IFCs - Phase 1 a 78 issued out of 124 (a number of new IFCs included in V45 - V47 

programmes) ; 
• Prior Approvals are progressing well with 91 % granted, four left to be submitted (the RBS 

Gogarburn Tramstop, Murrayfield Accommodation Works, Modifications to Murrayfield 
TS retaining Wall & Gogar Interchange) and five left to be granted; 

• Technical approvals also progress well with 80% granted (from an increased no. of TAA), 
Ten remaining to be submitted and 15 (4 from v31) left to be granted; 

• Structures approvals are progressing well - 6 to date remain to be approved and all 
original structures in V31 have been approved. 

• Roads approvals - Two areas remain outstanding for Technical Approval in Phase 1a 
{1A3& 1C2); 

• Scottish Water has sent formal acceptances to BSC for all sections excepting 1A3, 1C2 
& 1 C 1 . BSC have responded to these acceptances; the perm it for construction for 
section 6 was issued 27/07/09. 

• Sections 1 B, 1 D, 1 C3 & 58 close reports have been signed off by CEC, subject to BSC 
concluding any concessions included in the reports during construction. CEC are 
reviewing all other sections based on the prioritisation list provided by BSC. 

Phase 1 a only Number reauired Number 
v31 v47 Submitted Granted 

Prior Aoorovals 49 55 ** 51 (93%) 50 (91%) 
Technical Aoorovals 71 87* 77 (86%) 70 (80%) 

*7 additional TAA added in V46-V475 .. 1 additional PAA in V47 

Reasons for design slippage are being reviewed and recorded each week at the design 
taskforce meeting which is focused on resolving outstanding design issues. This slippage has 
been addressed as part of the re-calibration of the programme. tie is identifying and 
implementing opportunities to mitigate the impacts of this slippage. 

Although there is evidence of better management of SDS by BSC, this has not yet resulted in 
improved design performance. The approvals task force has been supplemented by a Design 
Progress and Design Issues meeting to provide additional management focus on design 
resolution . V47 includes a number of design integration activities and the impact of these will 
be analysed over the coming period - it should be noted that this is a consortium issue to 
manage and tie will provide support in this respect. tie has implemented an extensive 
programme of site based monitoring to validate & verify the installation of works in line with an 
integrated design assured construction. See section 6.3 for amplification. 
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Progress on MUDFA works during Period 5 is presented below ( this excludes the remaining 
utility works beina undertaken outwith the MUDFA contract on sections 1A & 78): 

Rev.OS Figures - Period 05 2009-10 Period Delta Cumulative 

MUDFA PERIOD 05 PROGRESS Plan Actual Plan Actual 

Section la Newhaven to Foot of the Walk 0.0% 4.8% 4.8% 100.0% 100.0% 

Section lb Foot of t he Walk to McDonald Road 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 100.0% 99.9% 

Section l e McDonald Road to Princes Street West 1.9% 4.3% 2.4% 100.0% 89.2% 

Section l d Princes Street West to Haymarket 0.4% 1.8% 1.5% 100.0% 96.5% 

Combined Sections l A-lB-lC-lD (On-St reet) Newhaven 
2.0% 

Road to Haymarket 0.7% 2.6% 100.0% 95.8% 

Section 2 Haymarket to Roseburn Junction 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 100.0% 100.0% 

Section Sa Roseburn Junction to Balgreen Road 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 100.0% 100.0% 

Section Sb Balgreen Road to Edinburgh Park central 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 100.0% 100.0% 

Section Sc Edinburgh Park central to Gogarburn 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 100.0% 100.0% 

Section 6 Got:ar DeDot 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 100.0% 100.0% 

Section 7a Gogarburn t o Edinburgh Airport 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 100.0% 100.0% 

Combined Sections 2A-SA-SB-SC-6A-7A (Off-Street) 
Haymarket to Edinburgh Airport 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 100.0% 100.0% 

FULL ROUTE PHASE lA NEWHAVEN ROAD TO EDINBURGH 
AIRPORT 0.5% 2.1% 1.6% 100.0% 96.6% 

Key points to note are: 

• Progress in the period has been slower than planned in those sections that MUDFA are 
working particularly at Haymarket junction. These poor productivity and performance 
levels can be attributed in part to underground obstructions and technical issues; 

• Utilities diversion works for Section 1 A are now out to tender. These works are not being 
carried out by Carillion; 

• Utilities works in Section 1 C (Broughton St) are being reviewed against Programme 
available space and TM requirements following the discovery of an uncharted Scottish 
Water sewer which may result in the redesign and relocation a number of utilities. 

• Utilities diversion works for Section 1 D continue between Haymarket and Shadwick Place 
although are being hindered partly by underground obstructions. 

• Utilities diversion works for Section 7 were awarded to Farrans with works progressing 
during Period 05. 

• All utilities works are complete in Sections 2, 5a, 5b, 5c and 6 are now complete. 

Section Commentary 

Section l a Newhaven to Foot of the Walk Section l A Plates 11-12 (The Bridges) Temp telecoms works completed 
Telecom recabling at The Bridges: 

1) Virgin Media - Cabling and transfers complete. 
2) BT - Cabling and t ransfers complete. 

Delta 

0.0% 

-0.1% 

-10.8% 

-3.5% 

-4.2% 

0.0% 

0.0% 

0.0% 

0.0% 

0.0% 

0.0% 

0.0% 

-3.4% 

3) Cable and Wireless - Cabling and transfer programmed for 12th August 
2009 

Queen Charlotte Street j unction reopening delayed unt il mid August due to SW 
issues. 
Gas Service Transfers works cont inue in Constitut ion Street between Duke Street 
and Baltic Street. 

Section l b Foot of the Walk to McDonald Gas main abandonment works continue - on programme for 2801 August 2009 
Road completion. 

Water works at Pilrig Street delayed due to SW supply issues and leaking joint on 
a tee - emergency works to repair planned for w/c 10th August 2009. Water works 
at Albert Street complete 
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Section le McDonald Road to Princes Street Worksites installed at: 
West 1) Junction of Leith Walk/Elm Row/London Road 

2) Opposite Playhouse on Leith Walk 

Section ld Princes Street West to 
Haymarket 

Section 2 Haymarket to Roseburn Junction 

Section Sa Roseburn Junction to Balgreen 
Road 

Section Sb Balgreen Road to Edinburgh 
Park Central 

Section Sc Edinburgh Park Central to 
Gogarburn 

Section 6 Gogar Depot 

Section 7a Gogarburn to Edinburgh Airport 

2.4 Tramworks (INFRACO) 

Bodies uncovered in Leith Walk/Elm Row/London Road worksite 
Traffic Management in place on West side of Picardy Place 
Uncovered an uncharted sewer in last period - impact of uncharted sewer 
on programme, available space and Traffic Management arrangements for 
utility diversions st ill being assessed. Likely impact is need to relocate and 
redesign a number of utility diversions 
Carillion work scope at The Mound/Princes Street/Hanover Street junction 
planned for completion on Friday 14"' August. 

The Mound reopened to pedestrians on Monday 3'd August 2009 

CUS works at Lothian Road Junction completed on programme. Inspection of BT 
ducts scheduled for Monday 10'" Aug. Cabling works programme for 
Communications Companies to be confirmed. 

CUS forecast remains completions"' November 2009 for Haymarket to 
Manor Place. 
BT continues to rebuild existing manhole in the junction of Palmerston 
Place. This work is programmed for completion early W/C 10"' Aug. TM at 
Haymarket revised to mitigate delay. 
SGN carrying out the required lift and lay at Clifton Terrace to minimise CUS 
work and allow SGN access to carry out planned works. 
Instruction issued to CUS to progress abandonment of 15" main in 
Shandwick Place to allow for access for BSC. 
Solution provided by SOS for crossing underground struct ure at Grosvenor 
Street. Modification required to current approved TM to gain access to 
complete crossings. This is included in CUS reported completion date of s'" 
Nov. 

As· Bullt drawings being progressed by SOS 
BT, Thus and C&W cabling to be complete. 

MUDFA Diversions COMPLETE. Utilities transferred to tnfraco remain In ScotRail 
Depot 

Sewer diversion at South Gyle Access bridge transferred to lnfracoTelecoms 
proximity to South Gyle Access bridge West abutment & Bankhead Drive RW 

Utility diversion works complete. Telecoms re-cabling works underway. 

COMPLETE 

Removed from CUS scope. 
Keir have completed and tested all utility diversion associated with the BAA 
Walkway project. Remainder of scope will require to be delivered by a non
MUDFA party (Farrens). 

The project continues to experience problems with slow progress for INFRACO works and, in 
particular, the appointment of direct BSC resource and the final appointment of the main 
package contractors. The BSC sub-contractors continue to operate with Limited Letters of 
Intent whilst awaiting conclusion of the full sub-contracts. Sloe provision of estimates and 
finalisation of the agreement of change- Base Date Design Information (BODI) and IFC is 
delaying the commencement of works at various locations including at Haymarket viaduct, 
Russell road bridge, Murrayfield pitches Retaining Wall, Baird Drive Retaining Wall, 
Carricknowe bridge, Depot building and Tower Place bridge. 

The work has continued on a number of worksites including: 
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• Throughout the site track and carriageway works are continuing, including blinding, 
track improvement slab, track laying, track slab, central reserve works, OLE base 
work, carriageway formation prep, footpath works and kerbing. 

• Access has now also been taken to the Mound area, following the completion of the 
bulk of the utility works, and the road surface has been planed and the underlying 
concrete broken out over the majority of the area. 

• Pedestrian access routes opened on 03/08/09, for the duration of the Festival, to link 
the Mound with Hanover Street and Princes St West Gardens to both Frederick 
Street and Castle Street. 

• Enabling works commenced late period 05 between South Charlotte St and Lothian 
Rd. 

Section 58 Balgreen Road to Edinburgh Park Central: 

• Trial holes/Preparation works at guided bus way section for piling works early in 
Period 06. 

• Edinburgh Park Station Bridge: BSC continued to work on diaphragm construction 
and deck slab reinforcement ; 

Section 5C Edinburgh Park Central to Gogarburn: 

• A8 underpass combined phase 1 & 2 programme has now been adopted. BSC are 
progressing with the site clearance and utility diversion; further work required to 
quantify scope of work required by Scottish Power to confirm status of existing 
cables. Construction methodology has been agreed with Telecoms companies for a 
re-commencement in period 06. 

Section 6 Gogar Depot 

• Depot - Earthworks have not recommenced since 23 June09. Further excavation will 
commence on BODI to IFC Change agreement. The agreed total to date is 107607 
cubic metres out of a total expected 141000 cubic metres (76%). Tie notification of 
change issued for foundation and steel works. Work due to commence 

o Depot Access Rd - 1 ?'h August 2009 
o Depot Building Foundations 31st August 2009 
o Depot Building Steelwork 21st September 2009. 

Section 7 Gogarburn to Edinburgh Airport 

• Gogarburn Bridge replacement piers and capping beam being constructed. Pre-cast 
concrete beams due for delivery and installation early Period 06. 

• Gogar Culvert No.1 due to recommence early Period 06 
• Gogar Culvert No.3 due to recommence early Period 06 

Progress is now being monitored against the Revision 1 programme. The summary 
milestones against the agreed INFRACO contract and the short term Rev 1 programme 
milestones are shown in the table below. 

Milestones Period 05 Cumulative (Short-Term} Contract 
Planned to 

Planned Actual Planned Actual P05 

Preli ms 2 2 50 50 50 

Construction 7 5 42 40 581 
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The Revision 1 programme incorporates the agreed 38 business days (seven weeks plus 
three days) EOT variation to the contract programme as in the table below. As had been the 
case in the contract programme progress, the common denominator in the Revision 1 
programme remains that every activity in the programmes has a work content generated 
against it which translates into a weighting , allowing accurate reporting of progress. 

Period Delta Cumulative Delta 

INFRACO PERIOD 05 PROGRESS (Contract Rev.01 Programme) Plan Actual Plan Actua l 

Section l a Newhaven to Foot of the Walk 3.7% 0.0% -3.7% 26.3% 0.0% -26.3% 

Section lb Foot of the Walk to McDonald Road 1.8% 0.0% -1.8% 43.9% 1.5% -42.5% 

Section le McDonald Road to Princes Street West 1.3% 0.0% -1.3% 12.2% 0.0% -12.2% 

Section ld Princes Street West to Haymarket 2.6% 2.8% 0.2% 56.6% 11.6% -44.9% 

Combined Sections lA-18-lC-10 (On-Street) Newhaven Road 
to Haymarket 

2.6% 0.6% -2.0% 32.3% 2.8% -29.5% 

Section 2 Haymarket to Roseburn Junction 0.6% 0.0% -0.6% 73.1% 12.6% -60.5% 

Section Sa Roseburn Junction to Balgreen Road 3.8% 0.0% -3.8% 69.9% 3.5% -66.4% 

Section Sb Balgreen Road to Edinburgh Park Central 0.6% 1.8% 1.3% 83.6% 13.2% -70.4% 

Section Sc Edinburgh Park Central to Gogarburn 6.8% 0.0% -6.8% 65.7% 2.8% -62.9% 

Section 6 Gogar Depot 3.0"A, 0.0% -3.0% 84.5% 5.4% -79.1% 

Section 7a Gogarburn to Edinburgh Airport 3.8% 0.1% -3.7% 50.8% 13.3% -37.4% 

Combined Sections 2A-5A-SB-SC-6A-7A (Off-Street) 
2.7% 0.6% -2.1% 74.2% 8.6% -65.6% 

Haymarket to Edinburgh Airport 

FULL ROUTE PHASE lA NEWHAVEN ROAD TO EDINBURGH 2.7% 0.6% -2.1% 57.7% 6.3% -51.4% 
AIRPORT 

Section Commentary 

Section la Newhaven to Foot of the Walk Section 1A4 lindsay Road under review. Design awaited to allow 
Utility diversions to be carried out for Wl Lindsay Rd RW which 
releases lnfraco works in this section. Temp. Utility diversions at 
bridges complete. lnfraco Bridges works start date depending on 
BODI - IFC agreement 

Section lb Foot of the Walk to McDonald Road Roadworks due to commence - delayed to Sep-09 awaiting MUOFA 
complet ion. 

Section le McDonald Road to Princes Street West Roadworks due to commence - delayed to Sep-09 await ing MUDFA 
complet ion. Section of Princes St between the Mound and 
Waverley bridge progressing. 

Section ld Princes Street West to Haymarket Princes Street works re-started 23Mar09 and continue between 
South Charlotte Street and the Mound. 
Section between South Charlotte St and Lot hian Rd commenced 
week 4 of Period 05. 
Tram Works in Haymarket are dependent on MUOFA completion in 
Nov.09 apart from area in Shandwick place which is under 
commercial discussion with lnfraco .. 
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Haymarket Viaduct temporary works design resolved although 
contractor has not yet mobilised following Christmas 2008 break. 
Verity House access rd complete 23rd May. 
All required consents in place for t rack installation. 
Commercial issues holding-up commencement of works. 

Temporary & permanent works re-design along with commercial 
resolution delaying various structures. 
All required consents in place for track insta llat ion. 

Temporary & permanent works re-design along with commercial 
resolut ion delaying various structures. Only progress in period is 
against S27 Edinburgh Park viaduct. 
All required consents in place for track installation. 

AS Underpass recommenced during P13 but has since been on hold 
due to discovery of obstructions & refusal of piles. Design solution 
to combine Phases 1 & 2 now in place. Traffic diversion completed. 
Delayed await ing BSC to resolve construction methodology issues 
with telecoms companies. 

Depot handed over from MUDFA to INFRACO 9Feb09 
Earthworks have not progressed since 23Jun09. 
Access road due to commence 17 Aug09 
Building Foundations due to commence 31Aug09 

Remedial works continue at S29 Gogarburn underbridge. 
S30 Culvert No.1 change issues resolved and due to recommence 
17Aug09. 
S34 Culvert No.3 change issues resolved and due to recommence 
24ug09. 

Good progress continues to be made with the progress of deliverables against the schedule. 
The production line commenced during 01 2009, with the modules for the first unit expected 
to be complete by the end of period 05. Testing of the first units remains on schedule for 
September 2009, with the delivery of the first tram still on schedule for April 2010. 

The CAF contract programme is incorporated in the Master Tram Project Programme and the 
current position indicates the following confirmed milestone dates: 

• 1st Tram delivery - 09-Apr-10 
• 5th Tram delivery - 1O-May-10 
• 2ihTram delivery - 17-Jan-11 

2.6 Testing and commissioning 

The process for acceptance of the Edinburgh Tram Project is designed to ensure that it is 
delivered in an acceptably safe, compliant and efficient manner. The objectives of the process 
are to ensure that the system performance, integrity, reliability, availability and safety are 
rigorously tested and that throughout all stages of the delivery process the many sub-systems 
and the overall system are validated and verified against the requirements and applicable 
standards. The detailed sequence and scope of testing and commissioning prior to systems 
Acceptance testing is to be programmed out and proposed by BSC in further detail in the next 
year. 

To achieve these objectives there is a layered approach to the overall testing and 
commissioning as laid out in the table below. 
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What Who Status 
Design BSC (SOS) I tie Underway. 
assurance 
Quality INFRACO 11 of the 37 BSC Inspections and Test Plans 

have been revised by BSC incorporating tie 
comments. tie hase requested an update of 
the status of the remaining ITP's. 

Systems Safety INFRACO I Independent Started - Safety verification plan in place and 
Competent Person(ICP) process of verification already underway. The 
I TEL I Transdev ICP has been appointed and has started his 

verification process. 
Performance* INFRACO I Transdev I Requirements set out in the employer's 

TEL requirements and will be tested following 
completion of each section of the network. 

BSC have produced Inspection and Test Plans (ITP's) for the current set of construction 
works, however they have not yet produced a consolidated Test and Commissioning Plan. 
Constituent elements are available from GAF, the tram manufacturer, the Operator and an 
overall framework from TEL exists to cover the activities. 

It is intended over the next three periods to obtain collective engagement on testing and 
commissioning, and agreement to the formation of a multi-organisation, multi-disciplinary test 
coordination team. 

Testing undertaken and witnessed in the period has included the A8 piles at Gogar and the 
first tram set of body shells, (weld quality, dimensional tolerances and water tightness). 

*Pre-system acceptance testing includes both Factory Acceptance Tests(FATs), site 
Acceptance Tests (SATs), Sub-system integration tests (SITs) and System commissioning 
Tests(SCTs). Once a section of the network is physically completed and the SITs are 
satisfactorily completed then the formal acceptance process requires BSC to carry out and 
pass a series of systems Acceptance Tests in order to achieve Sectional Completion. These 
are shown in the table below. 

Test Test Name Test Description Proaramme 
T1 Post To demonstrate that each Section Post Commissioning Test 

Commissioning of the ETN in sequence is able to immediately follows 
Test perform in an acceptably safe successful commissioning 

manner and deliver the required run of each section and is 
times. This is the gateway test to required for progressing to 
driver training. Driver Training. 

T2 Performance After Phase 1 a is complete and has Performance Test 1 will 
Test 1 passed Test T1, this test immediately precede the 

demonstrates that Phase 1 a is able Shadow Running period 
to perform satisfactorily before and is a requirement for 
starting the three-month Shadow progressing to this phase of 
Running period. This is the gateway the programme. 
test to shadow runninq. 

T3 Pre-operations The test covers a seven day period Pre-operations Test shall 
Test during the latter part of the Shadow immediately precede the 

Running phase of the programme Service Commencement 
using the initial 6/12 tph service Date. 
timetable. 

T4 Network The Test is carried out over a 28 To be completed within 
Performance day period in Passenger Service to twelve months of the 
Test establish that the ETN can reliably Service Commencement 

operate. Date. 
TS Network Reliabilitv T estina of key sub- To be completed within 
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Reliability Test systems in Passenger Service. twelve months of the 
Service Commencement 
Date. 

This whole process can be described by the following flowchart. 
~ ·~ . " '" 'i1:r1t'I • 11, u11• 

8 
Passtne-r Network Perfom13nce 

Servi.:. (T4) 3nd Reliability TPst The date upon which the Edinburgh Tram Network starts in public service 

(T6) 

ft PASSENGER SERVICE COMMENCEMENT 

Shadow Pre,.Oper.1t ions Test 
The period or Tram operahons u,et simulates lull public service operation 

7 Running (T3) including running to published timetable and calling I dwelling at 

Tramstops belore the ETN enters public service 

I PPrformancl' TPst 1 (T2) ENERGISATION OF COMPLETED PHASE OF THE ETN 

Test Running & 

6 Driver 
The penod post-ETN comm1ssioni11g used to complete driver and oontrol 

F:11mlllarls:11tion room staff training and gain confidence to enter Shadow Running Phase 

) I Post-Commissioning Test (T1) I 
All subsystems, including the tram, are fully-integrated to form the ETN 

5 Commissioning I System Lntegra11on Test 
and are tested to demonstrate that they work together successfully and 

meet the Employer's Requirements 
A 

ENERGISATION OF SECTION OF THE ETN 
u 

S..ttoWork The point at which subsystems have been installed and then tested to 

4 Tests I Site Tests 

I 
prove they meet their requirements with both Type tests and Site 

Acceptance tests 
.().. 

L.IMITED ENERGISATION OF PART OF THE ETN 

lnstall.ttlon I 
Once the subsystem has successrully passed Factory Acceptance Tests 

Constructjon 

3 installation J construction at site will take place and as appropriate a 

fi 
delivery test undertaken. 

LI 

2 
Factory 

I I Acceptance FAT Thorough demonstrable testing of the subsystem at lnfraco's premises 

Tests 

1r 
Build / 

1 Manufactur@ Manufacture and assembly of the System by the lnfraoo 

'i 

B The scope of the works designed through Approval in Principle and 

D Approved for Construction & Manufacturing Drawings; with associated 

verdtcatton and valldatton test and mlegratton plans complete 
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The fol lowing table identifies the other projects ongoing within the city which may impact on the Tram project. This is reviewed on an ongoing basis both internally 
and in conjunction with TS to identify conflicts and mitigations. The most significant interface of concern is the Gogar interchange. tie has instructed the design 
change and this is underway. The St James centre re-development remains as amber as commencement of this project is now indicated towards the completion 
of the Tramworks and therefore interfaces should diminish. 

External Projects Promoter Project Description Potential Conflict 

Tram Contract 
Dates Project Dates 

Start Finish Start Finish Comments 
Potential conflict with 
lnfraco dependent on 

New Hotel adjacent Ocean Ocean Points timescales. To be Sep-
Terminal Development Limited New build hotel monitored. 09 Apr-12 TBA TBA To be monitored. 
Former Bus & Tram Depot Fraser & Neave Transformation of former Tram and Bus None identified. To be monitored. Utility completion 
nr Shrub Place Depot into 121 room serviced Dependent on timescales. by end Aug09. Potential TM 

apartments. interface dependent on lnfraco 
Now TBA TBA proposals 

Shrubhill House Unite Transformation of former council social None identified. Awaits planning consent. To be 
work headquarters into 200 bed hotel Dependent on timescales. monitored. Utility complet ion by end 

Aug09. Potent ial TM interface 
Now TBA TBA dependent on lnfraco proposals 

Baxter Place Development Fitzpatrick Hotel Group Conversion of ex_isting building adjacent Proposal to divert existing 
Greenside Lane and with frontage onto utilities through basement 
Leith Street of building. 

Oct-09 Oct-11 TBA Dec-10 
Also potential TM interface 
issues with Picardy Place 
construction. 

St.James Centre Re- CEC I Henderson Global Redevelopment of existing shopping Interface with Picardy Downgraded from red to amber as 
development centre. Place junction re- commencement of this project is 

construction and Cathedral 
Mar-

now indicated towards the 
Lane sub-station 

10 
Jan-12 2011 2016 completion of Tramworks and 

therefore interfaces should diminish. 
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St.Andrew Square CEC 
Development 

Waverley Steps Transport Scotland 
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--Major building construction and re-
furbishment. The renovation of the 
external facadesy, the overhauling of 
the existing windows, the renewal of 
the exist ing rooflights and roof 
covering. Additionally, it is proposed 
that an external ramp is formed to the 
front main entrance to allow disabled 
access. 

Demolition of existing buildings 
bordering South Side St.Andrew Square, 
South St David Street and Meuse lane 

Refurbishment of e><isting Waverley 
Steps with inclusion of new escalators 
and elavators 

Progress Report 
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Period 05 

Interface with lnfraco --
works on St Andrew Street 
I York Place 

lnfraco Programme 

PRINCES STREET Traffic 
management issues when 
lnfraco in Princes Street 
should this project require 
deliveries, craneage or 
Traffic management in 
same time period 

--- --- --~ --- -Decant complete June 09 
Lane closures (west bound) on 
Queen street, to allow space for a 
large hiab to be positioned full time 
outside the premises (October 2009 
onwards). Also two, three week 
periods in January & February 2010, 

Mar-
when further closures were required 

10 
Oct-11 Oct-09 Nov-11 to allow a large crane in to 

remove/reinstate the roof. Conflict 
with the Tram traffic management 
team looking at making the section 
of Queen Street, between North St 
David Street and Broughton Street 
one-way (part of the Leith Street, 
Princes Street, South St David Street, 
North St David Street gyratorv). 
lnfraco activities will not commence 
until Jan 2010 

Jan-10 
Mar-

TBA TBA 
10 

Under the revised Waverley Steps 
programme received 7 /5/9 
Tramworks will be complete in this 

Feb-
area prior to Waverley Steps works 

09 
Nov-09 Jun-10 May-12 progressing. Downgraded from 

Amber to green May09. 
PLI (Public Liability Inquiry) held and 
refreshed programme due in Period 
6 
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Haymarket Interchange First Scotrail 

Haymarket Station Re- Network Rail/Scotrail 
furbishment 

Haymarket Station First Scotrail 

Haymarket Terrace DTZ Surveyors 

Airdrie - Bathgate Transport Scotland 

RBS Tramstop · Gogarburn RBS 
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Capacity Increase Project - Installation 
of new lifts and walkways from 
Haymarket Terrace 

Main Building refurbishment works 

Installat ion of new lifts and walkways 
from Haymarket Terrace 

Common Repairs to buildings at 2-4-6-
8-68 & 74 Haymarket Terrace 

New track installation 

Design by RBS· Build by lnfraco 

Progress Report 
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Utility diversions continue 
until late June 2009 
Potential Interface with 
lnfraco works at 
Haymarket junction 
commencing July 2009 

Any external works could 
conflict with TM for either 
or both MUDFA and 
lnfraco and could conflict 
with lnfraco construction 
works. Bridge to be 
installed from Haymarket 
terrace to Platform O to 
comply with DOA 

Construction of Haymarket 
viaduct 

Scaffolding and external 
repairs 

Tram possessions mainly 
"piggy-backed" on A2B 
possessions which could be 
altered I cancelled. 
Design and consents not in 
place in a timely manner to 
allow lnfraco to build to 

..J?!Qgramme 

NRLEdinburgh Tram Project Deliver~ 
Groui;! Meeting 11 Buchj!nan House, 
Edinburgh 08 Ai;!ril 2009 
ScotRail are required under their 
franchise to install lifts due to the 
uncertainty over the integrated 

Jan-10 Sep-11 Dec-11 Dec-12 scheme at Haymarket. ScotRail will 
progress but it will be at the end of 
their Franchise 2011/12. 

May Gurney programme recived 
during Aug09. 
No conflicts expected. TM 
requirements being monitored. 
Remaining utility works are to the 
east of the station/haymarket 

Jan-10 Sep-11 Aug-09 Jan-10 junction. 
lnfraco works not expected to 
commence until Jan 2010. 

Jan-10 Sep-11 Jan-10 TBA 

May-
Scaffold erected and building repairs 

Jan-10 
11 

May-09 ASAP underway between lnfraco TM 
phases. 

Various possessions and RotR 

TBA TBA Mar-09 Mar-10 
workings 

Design and approvals progressing to 
Nov- Mar-

TBA TBA 
programme. 

10 11 Confirmed that this will now be a 

-- generic tram stoe deSiS!) -
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Colour code 
No conflict anticipated but being monitored 

Amber Managing any conflict 
Conflict which causes proQramme concern I unknown effect on tram proQramme 
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This has been sent to TS for their input for projects they are sponsoring and will continue to be reviewed by tie to identify any potential impacts on the Tram 
programme as early as possible in order to manage them. A review of the TS projects was carried early June 2009 with TS. A further session during Period 05 
was postponed to week 1 of period 06. 
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tie has supported Network Rail and Transport Scotland in their review of options for the vertical 
circulation tower and connection between the heavy rail station and the tram stop. 

During this review SOS has put much of the design activity for the tram elements of the Gogar 
Interchange on hold to avoid abortive work. SOS has also not been able to start work on architectural 
elements due to the fact that the architectural concept for the buildings has not been confirmed by 
Network Rail. 

In particular, work has been on hold/restricted on the following: 

Activity v47 start v47 finish Status 

Preliminary Design for Gogar 7/7/09 27/7/09 limited work done - options 
Tramstoo considered - location to be confirmed 
8SC review of Preliminary 28/7/09 10/8/09 not started 
Design 
Design canopy over 11/8/09 24/8/09 not started 
additional tram stoo 

Work on the vertical and horizontal alignment of the tram track has been brought forward and SOS is 
completing the sighting study based on that alignment. 

Programme impact 
The decision not to continue with design activity for scheme 488 during the review of the base 
scheme design by Network Rail has meant that the tram elements are approximately 5 weeks in delay 
at present. 

If the Network Rail preferred option is chosen then there are opportunities to improve on the existing 
design programme and on the construction programme. tie will investigate these in Period 6 if the 
Network Rail preferred option is confirmed by Transport Scotland. 

tie support for revised option 

It is tie's view that the new preferred scheme represents a significantly better solution for passengers 
interchanging between train and tram and has avoided the need to bridge over the main through tram 
route to the airport. 

It is a simpler scheme that reduces a number of risks associated with the original option 488. 
However, tie must report that the revised scheme depends on the ability of Network Rail to agree 
access to the 1 SOOmm combined sewer with Scottish Water. 

Decision requested from Transport Scotland 

tie requests that Transport Scotland: 

• confirm to City of Edinburgh Council that it wishes to proceed with Network Rail's preferred 
option 

• provide engineering drawings from Network Rail for that option to allow tie to instruct 8SC on 
the change of preferred option and to allow tie to assess the potential programme and cost 
impacts of the preferred option in more detail and report against these in Period 6 
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Alternatively tie requests Transport Scotland's confirmation that BSC should restart work on Option 
4BB or that BSC should remain on hold for further design that depends on the location of the vertical 
circulation tower. 

Other information required 

Design of the canopy roof can only begin once confirmation of the architectural concept is given by 
Network Rail. tie believes that th is should be possible following the design workshop on 19 August 
and notes that some information has already been provided by Network Rail and Mott MacDonald. 

Overall design co-ordination 

Project management meetings have continued between tie, TS and NR and a further design 
workshop has been arranged by Network Rail for 19 August. 

It has been agreed that fortnightly technical co-ordination meetings will take place between tie and 
Network Rail and our consultants . These can begin in earnest once the preferred option for the 
vertical circulation tower is confirmed. 

Initial results of the sighting study have been presented to Network Rail and the study is being 
finalised. SDS has also provided a summary of utilities information held by them for the wider Gogar 
Interchange site. To date approximately £80K has been expended on SDS design fees. 

Temporary traffic regulation orders (TTROs) 
• Weekly visual summary being produced of all tram traffic management throughout the city. 
• Successful switch of traffic for utilities works at Haymarket during Period 5. 
• Traffic management planning ongoing for Princes St Phase 3, Haymarket and Picardy Place. 

Traffic regulation orders (TROs) 
• A TRO programme is in place to ensure that the first order TRO 1, which will allow for operation of 

the tram system, is made by October 2010. The informal consultation process for this has been 
completed and BSC have incorporate minor design revisions into the final design. tie received a 
set of TRO drawings on 19 August 2009, this enabling the statutory consultation process to 
commence (expected during September 2009). 

Network Rail 
• INFRACO has now delivered its EMC Management Plan and EMC Strategy for NR infrastructure 

assets and established the scope for the immunisation works. A programme for these works is 
being developed with INFRACO; 

• INFRACO will be developing the full assurance case for NR acceptance. Preliminary assurance 
case to enable traction power testing and commissioning will be completed by August 2009. 
Further assurance will be provided up to, and including, bringing into service; 

• The contractor has submitted for ROTR possessions according to the look-ahead programme. 

Third party interfaces 
• NR - the Bridge Agreements are not yet concluded. There is an outstanding issue on indemnities 

to close out. CEC are taking this matter up directly with TS. The Operating Agreement draft with 
NR is currently on hold pending resolution of the same indemnities issue that is concerning CEC 
with the Bridge Agreement. Both matters are with CEC for resolution. 

• Forth Ports - have introduced a new clause into the Agreement drafting which seeks to link 
payment for the Tram works with the Planning Approval for the Leith Harbour Development, this is 
unacceptable to CEC and the matter has been raised for resolution at a senior level. 

• Haymarket car park compensation - tie have agreed compensation with NR and will settle this in 
01 09/1 o. tie continue to discuss with TS the additional compensation payable to First ScotRail , 
as a result of the extension of the FSR franchise from Nov 2011 to Nov 2014, as it is believed to 
be a TS cost; 
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• Building fixings - deemed consent has been obtained from 306 owners as well as 66 consents 
with the owners' agreement. There are twelve fixings where matters remain unresolved and CEC 
have committed to pursue these through Sheriff Court action. Dates tor hearings are to be 
established. The building fixing construction programme will commence in Spring 201 O; 

• Interfaces are being managed to ensure that the SRU accommodation works and events are 
cohesive. tie have now agreed approach to the design and construction of the works with SRU, 
and 

• Network rail and CEC have signed a side agreement which addresses the concerns tie had over 
possible conflicts with tram construction works. As a result tie have withdrawn their objection to the 
TAWS Order. 

BAA - Burnside Road {BAA) 
• BRR: Raynesway Construction. Started on 10111 August with mobilisation and advance works. 

Section 78 Utilities 
• MUD works - The MUD contractor (Farrans) continues on site with trial holes ongoing, RBC 

removal, and the trench excavated for the multi utilities services with new services being laid. 
Utilities exposed at Eastfield Avenue. 

Hilton Car Park & Phase 1 
• INFRACO - No works have commenced. Reviewable Tram Works Design (RTWD) Issued. BAA 

response received. 

Section 1 Utilities 
• Invitation to Tender documents (ITT) sent to 5 companies (Farrans, Morrisons, Raynesway, 

Clancy Docwra and UUPLC). Tenders return due on end of August. 

Fast link modifications {Front Line) 
• Works completed. 
• BT manhole is to be built after the Scottish Power cable has been diverted 

Murrayfield Pitches {Souters) 
• Final accounts now agreed. Subject to works being carried out during maintenance and 

establishment period. 

Archaeological works at Constitution Street {Frontline): 
• General excavation of the archaeological works site recommenced 
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FY 09110 FY 09110 

~

otal ProjeC1 COWD 
Other Funding 
Oernand on TS 

COWOPeriod COWO Year To Date COWO Full Year Forecast 
Actual Budget Variance AC1ual Budget Variance Fa<ecast Budget Variance 

9.532 12.696 3.166 40.319 40.877 ·0.556 150.084 150.072 0 .0 13 
0.846 1.048 ·0.203 3.407 3.375 0.032 12.656 12391 0.265 
8.686 11.649 ·2.963 36.912 37.502 -0.590 137.428 137.680 -0.253 
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cowo costs 
To Date To Go 
AClual Forecast 

271.338 255.761 
22.462 21.304 

248.856 234.457 

Total 
AFC 

Forecast 
527.099 

43.786 
483.313 

• The lack of an agreed commercial programme and the decision to apply formal contractual 
measures to resolve outstanding issues with the BSC consortium will present potential further 
risks in relation to the attribution of additional costs and delay to completion of the project. tie Ltd 
has taken extensive legal and technical advice, including Counsel's opinion, and is confident of its 
position on the key matters in dispute. However, given the nature of the process and the 
complexity of certain issues, it is unreasonable to expect that all adjudication outcomes will be 
awarded in favour of tie Ltd and it will also be open to the BSC consortium to use the contract 
formally to pursue their objectives. 

• We continue in this report to reflect an outturn estimate of £527.1 m. However, given the 
commercial uncertainties with the lnfraco and continuing delays to the project it is now considered 
unlikely that the full scope of Phase 1 a will be completed within the available funding envelope of 
£545m. Until the key issues are resolved through the contractual and legal process, it will not be 
possible to forecast accurately a revised budget outturn. It is also not possible at the present time 
to predict the conclusions of reviews of contingency options programme delivery options, 
including possible additional sources of funding. 

• The contract with the BSC consortium prescribes a timetable for resolution of 
contractual disputes and it is expected that the budget and programme implications will 
become increasingly clearer during the remainder of 2009. 

• Regular briefings will be provided to both CEC and Transport Scotland to keep them 
updated on progress and implications for the project programme and finances of all the 
above matters. 

• The budget for Phase 1a in 2009/10 is £150.1m which has been produced linking the 
tie re-baselined programme to lnfraco construction milestones. tie are now escalating 
all key issues to Dispute Resolution Procedure (DRP) and other contractual measures 
following the failure of mediation to provide and acceptable outcome. It is anticipated 
that a fully agreed programme will not be made available and/ or agreed by the lnfraco 
contractor until key commercial issues have been resolved. 

• The current outturn of £150.1 m is due to be fully re-assessed in period 6 in-line with 
tie's latest internal view of programme and Project Managers view of lnfraco 
deliverables in 2009/10. 

• The unresolved commercial issues introduced a high degree of uncertainty of the 
outturn costs for financial year 09/10 in relation to activities which the lnfraco may not 
start until commercial differences are resolved and tie may not have sufficient 
contractual leverage to instruct commencement. tie have assessed a range of 
sensitivities to the 09//10 forecast which indicate that current lnfraco progress is likely 
to impact spend by between -£5m to -£30m in the year. The high side of the 
sensitivity range split identifies £6.5m on-street and £22.3m off-street value of work at 
risk. Included in this range of sensitivity is £13.5m for BDDI/IFC forecast milestone and 
change items currently ·on hold'; the majority of which are off-street works along the 
railway corridor. 

• In addition to the forecast phase 1 a (£150.1 m) 2009/10 costs, the budget also includes 
costs of £3.2m which relate to the postponement of Phase 1 b lnfraco construction 
contract. A payment of £3.2m was made to the lnfraco Contractor in August relating to 
phase 1 b costs. 

• Funding available from TS for the project in 2009/1 o is £149m. The TS share of this 
year's budget (£153.3m) is £140.6m, giving available headroom of £8.4m. This figure 
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is anticipated to fall in period 6 in-line with the reassessment of lnfraco construction 
milestone progress during the DRP period. 

Actual YTD PS & forecast P6-P13 FY09/10 
£m YTD Forecast Total FY09/10 

PS P6 - P13,09/10 
Infrastructure and vehicles 27.0 88.6 115.6 
Utilities diversions 6.5 1.8 8.3 
Desian 1 .1 1.4 2.5 
Land and compensation 0.7 0.9 1.6 
Resources and insurance 5.0 8.3 13.3 
Base costs 40.3 101.1 141.4 
Risk allowance 0.0 8.7 8.7 
Total Phase 1a 40.3 109.8 150.1 

• Phase 1 a COWD to Period 5 is £40.3m (Period 4 £31.0m) against budget £40.9m. The 
main drivers for the £0.6m variance are: the timing of lnfraco costs forecast in 2009/1 O 
offset by MUDFA costs incurred over the original plan. 

• Tramco production activity is running ahead of schedule; this is reflected in the Tramco 
construction works forecast profile. It should be noted that the Tramco forecast has 
been amended with the release of the advanced payment now being smoothed 
periodically rather than quarterly to avoid 'spikes' in the cash application. 

• As previously reported and agreed with CEC and TS, initial milestones under the 
lnfraco and Tramco contracts in the aggregate amount of £24.2m, in respect of 
advance material purchases, have been classified as prepayments. These will be 
reclassified as expenditure against funding in the periods when the related materials 
are delivered to site and incorporated in the works. The release will occur on the 
achievement of trackwork and structures milestones in 2009/10 and future years. 

3.2 Current financial year profile 

P fl f FY09/10 Ph 1 ro I e or - ase aon1y 
£m Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Total FY09/1 0 

(p1-3) (p4-6) (p7-10) (011-13) 
Infrastructure and vehicles 15.8 17.3 46.1 36.5 115.6 
Utilities diversions 3.2 4.3 2.8 -2.0 8.3 
Desian 0.7 0.5 0.6 0.6 2.5 
Land and compensation 0.6 0.8 0.1 0.0 1.6 
Resources and insurance 2.9 3.2 4.1 3.1 13.3 
Base costs 23.2 26.1 53.8 38.2 141.4 
Risk allowance 

0.0 0.0 3.6 5.1 8.7 
Total Phase 1a 23.2 26.1 57.5 43.3 150.1 

• A full reforecast of the cost profile was produced at the beginning of the financial year which linked 
the re-baselined programme to lnfraco constructions milestones. The realigned base costs and 
risk have then been linked against this programme; and 

• The latest forecast for 2009/1 o shows base cost of £141 .4m and risk £8. 7m, giving a total phase 
1 a cost of £150.1 m. There is no movement in outturn forecast in the period. 

• tie will undertake to fully re-assess the £150.1 m forecast in-line with an updated tie programme in 
period 6. In anticipation of this exercise being carried out in period 6 tie has identified that it is is 
likely that the £150.1 m forecast in 2009/1 O could be reduced by between-£5m and -£30m as 
flagged in Section 3.1 of the Headline Cost Report. 

• The cost profile above shows a ramp-up in activity throughout 2009, with base costs increasing 
from £23.2m in 01 to a peak of £57.5m in 03. This reflects the anticipated shift in INFRACO 
milestone activity from 01 to 03. 
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• Note: Utilities diversions -£2m forecast in 04 relates to final betterment elements forecast against 
utilities providers. 

3.3 Total project anticipated forecast cost 

Re-baselined Phase 1a AFC and profilina 
£m Cum Actual FY FY FY AFC 

FY07/08 08/09 09/10 10/11 11/12 
Infrastructure and vehicles 30.7 45.4 115.6 108.7 2.8 303.1 
Utilities diversions 18.4 33.4 8.3 0.0 0.0 60.1 
Desian 21 .4 4.7 2.5 1 .1 0.1 29.8 
Land and compensation 16.8 1.7 1.6 0.1 0.8 21.1 
Resources and insurance 42.7 15.8 13.3 11.3 7.4 90.6 
Base costs 130.0 101 .0 141.4 121 .2 11 .1 504.7 
Risk Allowance 0.0 0.0 8.7 10.7 3.0 22.4 
Total Phase 1a 130.0 101 .0 150.1 131 .9 14.1 527.1 
Phase 1 b postponement 3.0 0.0 3.2 0.0 0.0 6.2 
Total Phase 1a and Phase 1b 133.1 101.0 153.3 131 .9 14.1 533.3 

• The table above reflects the base costs and risks aligned to the tie re-baselined programme 
(Feb-12) and re-alignment of the lnfraco milestones schedule. The AFC for Phase 1 a above 
includes an unapproved increase of £15.1 m to the project risk allowance. The approved cost 
estimate for delivery of Phase1a of the project remains at £512m. The phasing of the £527.1m 
plan remains in-line with period 3 and will be updated in period 6 by tie, and following that when 
there is an updated agreed programme with the lnfraco contractor. 

• The latest forecast view includes £3.2m of costs relating to Phase 1 b which crystallised as 
contractually payable to SSC due to the postponement of Phase 1 b (this will require to be 
covered by current funding) . Coupled with the re-baselined forecast, there is £11 .7m of funding 
headroom within the £545m total funding available. 
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In advance of developing agreement with BSC, tie has developed an unapproved recalibrated 
baseline programme which reflects an Open for Revenue Service date of 23 Feb 2012. A completely 
unmitigated programme as a control scenario only has also been produced which shows a date of 17 
Oct 2012. However, the live programme has been used to generate the milestone data below and this 
is based on all current information fed into the master programme. This indicates an open for revenue 
service date of early October 2012. 

(The agreed baseline programme reference for this project is that at Financial Close leading to 
revenue service in July 2011.) 

Milestones 

A roval of DFBC b CEC 
MUDFA- commencement of utilit diversions 
TRO rocess commences 
Approval of FBC by TS - approval and funding for INFRACO I 
Tramco 
Princes Street closed 
Tramco I INFRACO - award following CEC I TS approval and 
coolin off eriod and SDS novation. 
Construction commences 
First track installation commences - on street 

All Issue for Construction (IFC) drawings delivered (inc Gogar 
interchan e desi n 

Roseburn viaduct commences 
TRO rocess com lete 
Driver recruitment commences 
1 s OHL installed Commence Section 2 

Baseline 

03-Feb-09 
28 Jan 08 

Actual I current 
forecast date 

~2-Feb-09~ 
14 May 08A 
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Commission Section 7 
Commission Section 1 
Commission Section 5 ar 

Guidance tor Completion: 

25-June-10 
11-Mar-11 
09-Nov-10 
Nov 2010 
09-Dec-10 
17-Jan-11 
16-Feb-11 
17-Apr-11 

Jul 2011 
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Legend tor colouring of Actual I forecast date text Green: 
Yellow: 
Pink 
Red: 

Actual / forecast date is ahead or in line with baseline 
Slight slippage - readily recoverable with action. 
Significant slippage but expect recovery can be achieved 
Notable I significant slippage - difficult to recover, even with action. 

4.2 Key issues affecting schedule 

Programme is one of the priorities of the PMP and a refresh of the key issues affecting schedule will 
be provided in future periods following engagement with SSC. 

4.3 12-week look-ahead 

Milestones Actual I 
current 
forecast date 

1 A Complete Victoria bridge temporary utility diversions 12-Aug-09A 

1 A Complete Tower bridge temporary utility diversions 12-Aug-09A 

1 B Complete Utility diversions Foot of the Walk to Balfour Street 17-Aug-09 

6 Depot Access Roads - Track & Stabling 17-Aug-09 

7 Gogar Culvert No.1 17-Aug-09 

58 Trackworks Bankhead to Edinburgh Park Stn 24-Aug-09 

7 Gogar Culvert No.3 24-Aug-09 

7 Gogarburn bridge beams 25-Aug-09 

6 - Depot Building Foundations 31-Aug-09 

1 B Complete Utility diversions Balfour Street to McDonald Road 03-Sep-09 

1 D Complete Track works Lothian Rd junction 14-Sep-09 

6 - Depot Bu ilding Steelwork 21 -Sep-09 

7 Complete Utility diversions lngliston Park and Ride to Airport 25-Sep-09 

1 A3 Commence Temporary Platforms and Demolition Tower Place bridge 28-Sep-09 

58 Trackworks Balgreen Rd Saughton Road North 28-Sep-09 

58 Trackworks Saughton Rd to Bankhead 28-Sep-09 

2A S 19 Haymarket viaduct re-commences 02-0ct-09 

2A Track works Haymarket to Roseburn Junction 02-0ct-09 
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1 B Recommence road works Leith Walk Ch 100-3SOm 

SA S20 Russell Road bridge 

SA W3/W4 Russell Road retaining walls 

1 C 1 Complete Utility diversions McDonald Road to Picardy Place 

1 D Complete Utility diversions Haymarket to Shandwick Place 

SA Demolition of Wanderers Clubhouse 

1 C2 Complete Utility diversions Picardy Place to St Andrew Sq 

1 C Complete track installation on Princes Street* 
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OS-Oct-09 

23-0ct-09 

26-0ct-09 

28-0ct-09 

1S-Nov-09 

16-Nov-09 

2S-Nov-09 

2S-Nov-09 
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There were nine risk reviews held in the period. Four items were close on the lnfraco concerns 
register and three risks closed on the Project Risk Register. There were fourteen risk draw downs 
approved in the period totaling £7,507,036. These are detailed later in this report. This leaves a risk 
and contingency balance of £9,512,072 (based upon the approved Project Risk Allowance at 
Financial Close). 

Risk and Opportunity Reviews 

The following reviews took place in the period: 

Date Format of review Attendees Comments 

Project Risk Manager Review of current and 
22/7/09 Change and Risk Review lnfraco OS proposed changes against 

Cost Control Manager risk allowance 

Project Risk Manager 

30/7/09 Project Risk Register Review 
lnfraco Director All Risks and Treatment 
Deputy Project Director Plans Reviewed 

10/8/09 Mudfa Risk Review 
Project Risk Manager Risks and Treatment Plans 
Mudfa Commercial Manager Reviewed 

10/8/09 
Roads and Drainage Risk Project Risk Manager Risks and Treatment Plans 
Review Project Manager Reviewed 

10/8/09 Princes Street Risk Review 
Project Risk Manager Risks and Treatment Plans 
Project Manager Reviewed 

11/8/09 Structures Risk Review 
Project Risk Manager Risks and Treatment Plans 
Project Manager Reviewed 

Signalling, Communication 
Project Risk Manager Risks and Treatment Plans 

11/8/09 and Control (SCC) Risk sec Project Risk Manager Reviewed 
Review 

11/8/09 Network Rail Risk Review 
Project Risk Manager Risks and Treatment Plans 
NR Project Manager Reviewed 

12/8/09 
High-level lnfraco Risk Project Risk Manager Risks and Treatment Plans 
Review lnfraco Director Reviewed 
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The Primary Risk Register is attached at Appendix D. The Primary Risk Register contains those high 
impact risks which are impacting (or have the potential to impact) the project at this moment in time. 
In addition, the potential risks identified in regard to programme slippage are being reviewed 
periodically and will form part of the updated ORA. There are 44 risks in the risk register. The top five 
project risks are listed on the following pages. 
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Top 5 Risks - Period 05 2009/1 O 
Risk Description 

ARM Risk ID Cause 

~343 

~1077 

General delay to 
programme wltll various 
causes e.g. failure to obtain 
approvals on time; 
parliamentary processes, 
contractor Issues. 

Base Date Design 
Information to Issued For 
Constructions (BDDI-IFC). 
Lack of visibility of design 
changes between 
November 2007 and May 
2008 

Event Effect Risk Owner Significance 

Delay to completion of 
project 

Increased out-tu rn cost S Bell 
due to delay plus 
revenue loss 

Tramworks price based on AddiUonal cost and 
a design which may have programme delay 
been altered. Unclear who 
authorised design change. 

RBell 

Treatment Strategy 

DRP on programme management 
(EOT1) 
liason between tie/BSC 
programme managers 

Programme Management Panel 
process 

Weeklytie/BSC commercial 
meetings 

Establish a process which will act 
as a control mechanism for design 
changes. 

Previous 
Status 

NIA 

On 
Programme 

On 

Current 
Status 

On 
programme 
On 
Programme 

On 
Programme Programme 

On On 
Programme Programme 

Complete Complete 

Intensive Mediation Marathon Complete Complete 
2916/09 to 617109 to try and resolve 
issues. 

Mediation resulted in no overall Complete Complete 
agreement on BDDI - IFC although 
it gave useful background 
information. Strategy paper to be 
presented to TPB on 29 July to 
seek approval for way forward 
including utilising necessary 
contract mechanisms (DRP, audit 
etc) 

Resolution Strategy approved - 1st Complete Complete 
DRP to go 1 Oth August. Audit 
requests to BSC for Information 
going w/c 3.8.09 

Due Action 
Date Owner 

30-Jul-09 SBell 

30-0ec-11 T Hickman 

30-0ec-11 F McFadden 

30-0ec-11 M Paterson 

30.Jun-09 T Glazebrook 

30-Jun-09 s Bell 

14-Aug-09 S Bell 

10-Aug-09 S Bell 
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~1091 Excavation of soft, Additional cost 
unsuitable material below 
Earthworks outline 

"1101 unreasonable behaviour or unrealistic estimates Programme delay 
SSC commercial being submitted for while dlsputes 
management potential changes regarding estimates 

are resolved 

"1094 Roads throughout works Programme impact 
require full depth plus additional costs. 
reconstruction £1.Sm cap applies to 

only 4 areas. Total 
exposure estimated at 
£3m 
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FMcFadden - Donaldsons to carry out smveys Complete Complete 30-Jul-09 CNeil 

Extent of soft ground being On On 31-Dec-09 M Paterson 
investigated. External specialist Programme Programme 
act.lice deployed. 

F McFa<!den Additional resource from T&T Complete Complete 30-Jul-09 M Paterson 

Agreed with SSC for independant Complete Complete 30-Jul-09 M Paterson 
evalutation to get benchmark 

All estimates to be scrutinised by On On 30-Dec-10 M Paterson 
tie commercial team and, where Programme Programme 
appropriate, challenge made to 
SSC. Additional resource (T&T) 
being used to check estimates to 
reduce delay. 

F McFadden Carry out sUJveys to confi rm extent Complete Complete 30-Jun-09 CNeil 
of roads requiring full depth 
reconstruction 

Suite of options from surveys to be On On 31-0ct-09 M Paterson 
reviewed and agreement reached Programme Programme 
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The risks within the Project Risk Register are categorised below. 

Number of Risks 

• MUDFA/utili tie_s • lnfraco 

Misce llaneous • land & Propert>t 

• Transdev • Paliamentary Process/Approvals 

• Design Tramco 

• General/Overall • Invasive Species 

• Financial Issues/Funding/Procurement Strategy 

The ratings of the risks are illustrated below. 

Number 

• Red Orange • Green • Black 
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The Project Risk Manager, in conjunction with the relevant director, agrees which concerns are escalated to risks and 
are added to the Project Risk Register. New risks are discussed in section 5.3. 

The following concerns were closed on the lnfraco Concerns Register: 

U&I Id& 41 FHtP 

i 
Slructures 30 U~ltties delay in dMOision works or BT ser,ices South Gyte Access Bridge. BT dM01sions are not Delay alld disruption to pogramme. 

completed to meet lnfraco programmeto allow construction 
of w•st abulm<>nl ot bndge. 

Structures 31 Utirrties delay in dM;ision work• or BT services Bankhead Orm Retaining Wall· BT and Easynet dr,usioo Delay and disruption to programme. 
work not completed till end Jan 09 

Goncral 48 UtJlities do not finish <fNCrsionv,orks poor to Tramworks Tramwor1<:s a,c unable to commence work or work is Delay ond disruplion claims from BSC 
commencu,a \YOrk delaved/dosou,~ed tA<>M 10 10761 

Sttuctures 90 Additions! di\•ersion works required at A8 underpass phase 1 Delay 10 BSC oonswction of AS underpass Delay to programme. extension of time claim. AdditionaJ 
and2 costs. 

The following three risk were closed on the Project Risk Register: 

ID Event Activity 14ame Risk Impacts RR Significance Owner 

1080 Leith Walk embargo causes delay 7.3 lnlraco Possible 11 NIL II Major 18.0 CNefl 
to construction and utility diversion 
works. 

1081 Princes Street worl<S take longer 7.3 lntraco Possible 11 NIL II Major 18.0 CNell 
than programmed due to one lane 
being kept open. 

1093 Movement below trad( support 7.3 lnlraco Frequent 11 Minor II NIL 15.0 F McFadden 
z.one 
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5.2 Risk action plan for next three periods 

The following treatment plans are due for completion in the next three periods. 

Action Owner 1'".; Risk 1or. Action ID'= Action Name ~ Due -= Activef: 

In conjunction with MUOfA~ undertake trial excavations to 

confirm locations of utilities and inform designer. 
All complete but section 1A1 and York Place to Picardy Place 

A Hill 164 42 outstandinf'!. 30/10/2009 Yes 
In conjunction with MUOFA. undertake trial excavations to 

confirm locations of utilities and inform designer. 

All complete but section lAl and York Place to Plcardy Place 
A Hill 139 42 outstandinf!. 30/10/2009 Yes 

Bus concessionary fare support scheme currently under 

review. New proposals for bus and tram will be submitted 

BCampbell 999 656 in autumn 2009. 30/10/2009 Yes 

CKerr 932 362 tie/TSS to undertake assurance review as necessary 30/10/2009 Yes 

Engagement between tie and SSC at different levels. 
Regular review of BSC manage ment of third parties as per 

CNeil 1078 647 Employers Requirements. 31/10/2009 Yes 

O Bums 869 644 l ength ot line l a to be re-surveyed on regular basis 30/10/2009 Yes 

O Sharp 44 467 Weekly meetings of Approvals Task Force 30/10/2009 Yes 
O Sharp 279 634 Weekly meeti11f!s of Approvals Task Force 30/10/2009 Yes 
O Sharp 271 SS9 Assure the quality and t iming of submissions 31/10/2009 Yes 
O Sharp 271 637 Weekly meetings of Approvals Task Force 31/10/2009 Yes 

Assess TM Implications to minimise enabling works and 

G Barclay 1084 654 additional cost 31/08/2009 Yes 

G Barclay 1085 655 Where applicable pursue third partv fundinl! 31/08/2009 Yes 
Solution to be developed ro manage the issue of the 
underground structures at Picardy Place and Lothian Rd and 

G Barclav 139 664 the cellar In York Place. 31/08/2009 Yes 

SOS to obtain consent for design in accordance with 

programme rnquirement:s · Scottish Water and all T clecoms. 

I Clark 914 573 Comnlete with the exception of section l A 1 30/10/2009 Yes 
Liase with Scottish Power to agree and approve method of 

M81ake 911 628 crosslne: tunnel 30/09/2009 Yes 
SOS to obtain consent for design in accordance with 

programme requirements · SGN and Scottish Power. 

M Blake 914 557 Comoiete with the exceotion of section 1Al 31/10/2009 Yes 
Suite of options from surveys to be reviewed and agreement 

M Paterson 1094 673 reached 31/10/2009 Yes 

TRO stra tegy approved by board, discussion to be held with 

SCla rl< 977 682 CEC head of transport to reduce risk o f legal challenge. 31/10/2009 Yes 

T Glazebrook 
9321 

365 Undertake regular liaison during Immunisation Works 30/10/2009 Ye s 

design development (attend progress meetings with NR 
contractor) 

5.3 Cost Quantative Risk Analysis 
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Noxt3 
Comoletef: Late~ -riods ~ 

No No Period 8 

No No Periods 

No No Period 8 
No No Periods 

No No Period8 

No No Period8 

No No Periods 
No No Periods 

No No Period8 
No No Period 8 

No No Period 6 

No No Perlod6 

No No Period6 

No No Period 8 

No No Period 7 

No No Period8 

No No Period8 

No No Period8 

No No Periods 

The Project Risk Allocation has reduced by £7,507,036 in the period. All draw-downs are shown in the table below. 
The current Project Risk Allocation (based on the approved budget) is £9,512,072. 

All existing risks, as well as those recently added, are being reviewed to ensure the ORA output is as accurate as is 
reasonably possible. It is accepted that the additional risks and increase in ORA output are currently unapproved. 
These are within the unapproved range in costs provided to TS on 261

h May. tie will continue to report on the risk 
allocation at Financial Close until a new budget (with an updated ORA) is approved. 
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The following table includes the approved drawdown applications on the project risk allocation in Period 5. 

Description Owner Value(£) 

Depot Steelwork and Foundations Mike Paterson £318,155 

Stray current monitorinq Colin Kerr £89,596 

Mudfa Risk Drawdown John Casserly £6,761 ,000 

Utility Design Changes Damian Sharp £44,223 

South Gyle Access Bridge Option 4 Mike Paterson £72,604 

Murrayfield Stadium Retaining Wall Patterned Finish Mike Paterson £3,243 

Murrayfield Tram Stop Design Mike Paterson £32,648 

Redesign Gogarburn Retaining Wall Mike Paterson £48,620 

Design Alternative to Haymarket Junction Mike Paterson £52, 168 

Gogarburn Retaining Wall Finish Mike Paterson £4,999 

Shandwick Place CEC Preferential Treatments Mike Paterson £56,900 

Shandwick Place CEC Preferential Treatments Mike Paterson £15,001 

Balgreen Road Bridge Amending Technical Design Mike Paterson £2,894 

Gogar Roundabout Lighting David Carnegy £4,985 

Total £7,507,036 
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Sensitivity analysis of approved cost QRA. 

Sensitivity Analysis of ETN Risk QRA 

Od.tv to completion ol 1m>ittl 

Tr.-~dtvrefme to Ol>f(.ltt system on s"letygrotindor • ppty ov,ertyresll1tff,1eprocf!d\l,·~ that•renot cllreutv me 
r~onUbllltvof lnfr•co (ROGS Com11ttC'nt Penon<1grtt1, 1A·lth thb) 

r Mlurc lo pro<:~5 prior 11pprov<1k appliutions wlthrl 8 wed<s 

unknown or <1buw.tooed .use« or unfor~e,en/coritamimtE'd grouridcondltlons affect «.ope ot MUOFAwoA. 

0.1 O.! 03 OA 05 

Progress Report 
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Period 05 

06 0.7 0.8 0.9 

The above chart highlights those component risks which are correlated most closely with the overall risk allocation. 
These risks are the ones which , if changed in terms of probability or impact, would have the most significant effect on 
the final output. 

5.4 Schedule QRA 

tie is currently working with the supplier of Active Risk Manager (ARM - the risk management software which tie 
uses) with a view to integrating Primavera and ARM so that a schedule risk analysis can be developed. A schedule 
QRA will be created following agreement of the recalibrated programme. 
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6 Health, safety, quality and environment 
6. 1 H&S accidents and incidents, near misses, other or initiatives 

HS&E ACCIDENTS and INCIDENTS SUMMARY 

Total 

Period 

13 period rolling 

0.00 

0.24 - - - - - - - - 0.26 

0.50 • 
RIOOOR Accidents 

AFR 12 monlh rollmg vs. 
target 

Total Hours >3 
day 

108,377 0 

1,551 ,754 1 

0.00 

10.0 -- ---- -
12.;; 

20.0 

Service Stri kes 
SSFR 12 month rolhng vs. 

1arget 

Major Injury 
NM/Unsafe 
Condition 

0 

3 

2 14 

35 215 

100l4 

90% -- ---- - -

CoCP Score 
Monttiy Average vs. 

target 

Service ENV RTA 
Damage 

8 2 

191 3 

Safety Tours 
Planned vs. achieved 

0 

16 

MOP AFR SFR 

5 0.00 7.38 

67 0.26 12.31 

PM Inspections 
Plamed vs. Achievod 

There have been no reportable accidents during Period 5. The Accident Frequency Rate remains at 0.26 for the 13 
period rolling hours worked. Service strike frequency has decreased for the period from 13.4 (P4) to (7.4) PS, 
however, there has been an increase in service damage caused by Front Line Construction and Farrans during the 
period. There has been an increase in the number of "near misses" reported during Period 5, this appears mainly 
due to increased vigilance by tie staff as opposed to improved reporting from the contractors. 

Joint inspections between tie and BSC are highlighting and addressing issues with Pedestrian and Vehicle 
segregation, Housekeeping and Security and Excavations. Action has been taken by BSC to target these areas 
through increased awareness, tool box talks and risk assessment. 

An inspection on CoCP compliance has been introduced by tie over the last 2 periods. tie HSQE and project 
management have carried out 413 observations, of which there were 57 breaches noted. The average score for the 
inspections carried out was 88% compliance. Main issues noted were; Contractor not parking in designated areas 
and Public signs with 0800 number not displayed in prominent area. 

Specific walkabouts have been undertaken with the emphasis on pedestrian safety prior to the Edinburgh Festival. 
Trends have highlighted potential slips and trips from the installation of temporary traffic signal cable. BSC are 
addressing the issue with Siemens and Class One. 

There is a concern regarding the lack of progress of Handover Packs to the Statutory Utility Companies from 
Carillion/tie. This is being addressed but diminishing resource and knowledge and lack of perceived importance from 
the contractor is hindering the process. 

There was an alleged incident involving an MOP who claimed to have suffered Carbon Monoxide poisoning as a result 
of MUDFA works venting gas during the abandonment of a gas main. The operation of venting the existing gas pipe 
was planned and controlled in a safe manner in conjunction with SGN. This incident was investigated by tie. tie have 
concluded that this operation could not have resulted in Carbon Monoxide poisoning. Report is being compiled. Letter 
to be written to MOP confirming findings . 

6.2 Environment 

There were two environmental incidents reported during period 5, one of which was significant. The significant 
incident occurred at the site set up at Gogarburn. Farrans, working for BSC lost approximately 200 ltrs of diesel due to 
a leaking pipe from a bunded diesel tank to a generator. The leaking pipe was out-with the bund and fuel leaked into 
the ground over a 1 week period until it eventually reached the burn and was noticed. The incident has been reported 
to SEPA and a full report is awaited from BSC. Possible risk of contractor prosecution. 
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6.3 Deliver a Safe Tram (Quality) 

i ... 
.5 kl 

Section Act ivity ].tj 
-~ i .., ·~ 
jl O 
.!: 

Princes St 
Princes St 

Period 5 

Period 4 &5 

... 
~ 
13 .. 
:r: 
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Data Checked 
t;; ; .. 
t- E c .. 1 ~ 

.§~ ~! ~ .g -~ ~ 
~ ... !I .. ~ 
" 0.5 

0.5 

2 

2 2 

83% 50% 

Key - Y = Evidence exists (1) N = No evidence exists (0) NA = Not applicable (-) P = Part evidence in place (0.5) 

0.5 

2 • .5 

2 2 
79% 75% 

Action taken from Period 3 - Formal response received from SSC in reply to letter sent by tie. Letter details measures 
taken by SSC to help mitigate the risk of partial IDC and refers to forthcoming internal workshops. Letter also states 
SSC's commitment and aligned goals to t ie's "Deliver a Safe Tram" strategy. 

Period 5 "Deliver a Safe Tram" inspection metrics were carried out on 2 activities in Princes Street, these activities 
involved Drainage and the Formation Improvement Layer beneath the track-form. Results for these 2 activities have 
shown slight improvement from the last period. 

Of the 2 activities checked, both show partial evidence of having gone through SSC's Inter-Disciplinary Check 
process, however, this was still only ad-hoc through CVl's and SOS internal IDC process as opposed the full SSC 
process. However, there is evidence of improvement in this area. 

This periods inspections have highlighted that 3 out of 4 hazards identified in the SSC Hazard Log linked to the 2 
construction activities have not been mitigated I closed before construction had commenced. SSC will be formally 
requested to provide information detailing status of proposed mitigation. Mitigation may have been carried out and 
hazard log may not yet have been updated. To be confirmed during Period 6. 

Inspection and Test Plans, the contractors' process for quality control during construction appeared to be to a good 
and acceptable standard. The correct revision of ITP for reinforced concrete pour and drainage was being used. Full 
evidence was in place for both activities. 

Changes to design on site were backed up by technical queries from SSC to SOS, however there was no evidence to 
show if the change had been assessed for the need to go through the IDC process. This is still outstanding from 
previous inspections. A presentation from SSC is taking place to tie regarding design change management in 
September. 

Evidence that as-built information was being recorded and stored in the appropriate way to facilitate future records 
and the Asset Register was provided during the inspections. 
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HS&E ACCIDENTS and INCIDENTS SUMMARY 

Total Total Hours >3 Major Injury NM/Unsafe Service ENV RTA MOP AFR SFR day Condition Dama<Je 

Period 108,377 0 0 2 14 8 2 0 5 0.00 7.38 

13 period rolling 1,551 ,754 1 3 35 215 191 3 16 67 0.26 12.31 

Cari llion Total Hours >3 Major Injury NM/Unsafe Service ENV RTA MOP AFR SFR day Condition Damage 

Period 33,986 0 0 2 9 4 0 0 4 0.00 11.77 

13 period rolling 725,415 1 2 21 159 167 0 16 57 

BSC Total Hours >3 Major Injury NM/Unsafe Service ENV RTA MOP AFR SFR day Condition Damage 

Period 56,347 0 0 0 5 1 2 0 1 0.00 1.77 

13 period rolling 604,406 0 1 11 50 19 3 0 7 0.17 3.14 

Other Tram Total Hours >3 Major Injury NM/Unsafe Service ENV RTA MOP AFR SFR dav Condition Damaae 

Period 3,079 0 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 0.00 

13 period rolling 9,279 0 0 1 1 5 0 0 1 0.00 

1.00 0.00 100% ... Ill + 110% + 110% + 

100%- ----- - 100%- -------100% 

124 - - - - - - - -
0 26 

10.0 -------- 12.3 90% --------
88% 

1.50 + 
RIDDOR Accidents 

20.0 + 
Service Strikes 

60% 

CoCP Score 
Monthly Average vs. 

target 

60% 

Safety Tours 
Planned vs. achieved 

60% 

PM Inspections 
P1a M ed vs. Achieved AFR 12 month ro!Cng vs. 

target 
SSFR 12 month romng vs. 

target 

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

• There have been no reportable accidents during Period 5. The Accident Frequency Rate remains at 0.26 
for the 13 period rolling hours worked. 

• Service strike frequency has decreased for the period from 13.4 (P4) to 7.4 (PS), however, there has been 
an increase in service damage caused by Front Line Construction and Farrans during the period. 

• There has been an increase in the number of "near misses" reported during Period 5; this appears mainly 
due to increased vigilance by tie staff as opposed to improved reporting from the contractors. 

• A significant environmental incident occurred during Period 5 with diesel leaking from a contractors 
generator and entering a watercourse. See Key Issues for further information. Possible risk of contractor 
prosecution. 

• Joint inspections with BSC are highlighting and addressing issues with Pedestrian and Vehicle segregation, 
Housekeeping and Security and Excavations. Action has been taken by BSC to target these areas through 
increased awareness, tool box talks and risk assessment. 

• A large number of CoCP observations have taken place over periods 4 and 5 by tie HSOE and project 
management. Out of 413 observations there were 57 breaches noted and an average score of 88% 
compliance was achieved. For more information see Appendix B 
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HS&E INSPECTIONS SUMMARY (asummaryof 
sioniffoant msoeclion findinos can be foond in anoencil)( B) 

Project Running 
HS&E Tours HS&EPM 

Totals Inspection 

Number planned 6 13 

Number achieved 6 13 

Average Score 88% 

HS&E KEY ACHIEVEMENTS 

CoCP briefings carried out by tie to all SSC operatives on 
Princes St. 

Temporary handover of pedestrian areas in Princes St. Castle 
st. Fredrick St and The Mound - agr-eed with tie and CEC. 
Service Strike Frequency Rate has decreased for SSC and 
Carillion sites this period so far. 

Commenced significant data collection on CoCP breaches. tie 
and BSC collecting information. 

HS&E KEY ISSUES/ AREAS OF CONCERN/ GENERAL NOTES 

• Significant Environmental Incident at Gogarburn . Farrans, working for SSC lost approximatety 600 ltrs of diesel 
due to a leaking pipe from a bunded diesel tank to a generator. The leaking pipe was out-with t11e bund and fuel 
leaked into the ground over a 1 week period until it eventually reached the burn and was noticed. The incident 
has been reported to SEPA and a full report is awaited from BSC. FIRST REPORT REJECTED. 

• Possible Dangerous Occurrence involving Carillion man access into a confined space. The operative dropped 
approximately 'Im whilst attached to the winch. Awaiting investigation report from GAP (Gordon Anderson Plant) 
on the possible failure of the man winch. - POST INVESTIGATION NOTE, confim1ed that there was no fault with 
equipment, incorrect equipment used. 

• A near miss reported from Carillion that the hand break on a compressor failed during an attempt to couple it to a 
dumper. The compressor rolled down a slight incline for about 5m and came to rest in a trench. Report has 
revealed that operative did not engage handbrake. Tool box talk carried out with ops. 

• There have been a number of health and safety issues with Farrans at Burnside Rd. Farrans are contracted 
direct to tie at this location. Work was stopped by tie on 12th August until specific tool box talks were given to the 
subcontractors operatives by Farrans. Further inspections, visits and discussions are ongoing with Farrans. 

• Specif ic walkabouts have been undertaken with the emphasis on pedestrian safety prior to the Edinburgh 
Festival. Trends have highlighted potential slips and trips from the installation of temporary traffic signal cable. 
BSC are addressing the issue with Siemens and Class One. 

• CUS HSQE Manager has left the project and Carillion. CUS Quality Manager has resigned and will be leaving 
the project in Period 6. tie will confirm with Carillion the appropriate cover required. 

• Lack of progress of Handover Packs to the SUC's from Carillion/t ie. is a concern. This is being addressed but 
diminishing resource, knowledge and lack of perceived importance from the contractor is hindering the process. 

• There was an alleged incident involving an MOP who claimed to have suffered Carbon Monoxide poisoning as a 
result of MUDFA works venting gas. The operation of venting the existing gas pipe that was to be abandoned 
was planned and controlled in a safe manner in conjunction with SGN. tie have investigated the incident and 
concluded that this operation could not have resulted in Carbon Monoxide ooisonina. 

SIGNIFICANT RISKS FOR THE NEXT PERIOD 
RISK ACTION 

• Edinburgh Festival - increased number of members of • Specific inspections have been carried out by t ie 
the public within tile City of Edinburgh. and the contractor regarding access and security. 

• BSC blacktop works in Princes St - increase in traffic, • Method Statement and Risk Assessment to be 
pedestrian interface and traffic management on site. requested from BSC and reviewed by tie. 

• Handover of a section of pem1anent reinstated areas • Handover Certificate format and process to be 
in Princes St. by BSC to tie/CEC. finalised with BSC, CEC and t ie. 

• Foundations for the Depot starting mid August - New • Method Statement and Risk assessment to be in 
contractor for BSC, Barr Construction. place by SSC/Barr, to be sent to tie for info. 

• Edinburgh Park structural concrete pours to bridge, • Specific WPP has been reviewed by t ie. 
being carried out under possession. • Raynsway have been approved by tie as a 

• Raynsway are the new contractor starting direct to tie Principal Contractor. t ie to review CPHSP prior to 
for the construction of the Burnside Road diversion. start and any high risk MS's. Prestart to be held. 

• Continuation of Handover and As-builts from Carillion • tie are continuing to manage the process, 
to tie/CEC improvements still being made to remove blockers. 
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List any significant environmental events, initiatives, breaches etc 

• Gogarburn environmental incident - As described in Key Issues - Initial report rejected . 

• A hydraulic hose burst on an excavator in Princes St. the spillage was contained successfully by SSC/ 
Crummocks minimizing contamination 

• Additional bodies have been discovered by Carillion at Elm Row I London Road, these are being dealt with by 
Headland. 

• All CAR licences for Gogarbum are now in place. CAR licence for Gogarburn landfill still outstanding. All other 
licences in place. Otter licence has been received for Burnside Rd. 

• Invasive Species progress at Viking Building - Response still awaited from SSC . 

• Environmental Inspections will take place towards end of Period 6 by t ie . 

• Standing water needs to be kept at a minimum at the Gogarbum Roundabout I depot site to reduce the number 
of birds in the area that may pose a risk to Edinburgh Airport. SSC have been instructed to control this. 

QUALITY SUMMARY 

List any significant quality events, initiatives, breaches etc 

• Continuing with the Deliver a Safe Tram Inspections. - See Deliver a Safe Tram report 

• Handover information from Carill ion and tie and infraco continue to be managed and monitored . 

• NCR close outs at MUDFA - good progress has been made . 

• Deliverables and ITP trackers need to be ratified with infom1ation held by BSC . 

• BSC carrying out utility works, need to ensure ITP's are in place . 

• BSC Design Assurance audit 17, close out of NCR's - tie and BSC have agreed in principal the close out of all 
remaining findings bar 2. Final confirmation and evidence of close out due week 4 Period 5. 

• Environmental Management Plan has been submitted by BSC to tie period 5 for review and response . 

BEST PRACTICE SUMMARY 

List key significant best practice milialives 

• John Derbyshire gave presentation to Farrans on Invasive Species and Protected Wildlife . 

• BSC have produced a video on Edge Protection for material vehicles. Edge protection system developed by 
BSC. This was shown to the consortiums contractors at their regular meeting. 

• tie have validated the operatives culture survey undertaken over the last 6 months 

• BSC have produced an Occupational Health Standard for Dust and Fumes . 

MEMBER OF PUBLIC INTERACTION SUMMARY 

List any significant interactioos With members of the public, including RTA 's, alleged incidents 

• MOP incidents have increased slightly due to a 
number of claims from past periods. 

Inte ractions with me mbers o f the public 

• The CUS/tie Investigation is being finalised into 
the use of the "blue ramps" at pedestrian 
crossings after the incident involving the MOP 
who tripped and fell. A report will be issued 
Period 6. 

• Increased inspections have been taking place 
prior to the Edinburgh festival concentrating on 
pedestrian safety and security. 

• Two recent incidents have again highlighted poor 
Heras fencing resulting in tom clothing. 

- MOP inte ract-Ions 
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APPENDIX A 
SIGNIFICANT ACCIDENT / INCIDENT 

00854 Serious/Significant r es 

Description: 

ETN Utility diversion being carried out with single lane workinq 
under traffic lights. 201 excavator excavating trench within 

Utility Diversions, Burnside the traffic manaqement slewed sliqhdv over the live 
Road. Edinburgh Airport carriaqeway Oiqhts on green). mis.sing a vehicle and 
16.00hrs 22107/09 shockinq the driver. Incident occurred while the banks.man 

had gone to sweep the road. 

Near Miss f Unsafe A ction taken by Contractor. 
Condition 

Ian Clark Personnel re-briefed on correct methodolOQY. 

Farrans 
Incident report to be provided by F arrans 

NJA 

00863 Serious/Significant r es 

Description: 

Infra co Diesel spill discovered in Gogarbum at commencement of 
shift Traced to existing fire clay pipe. SEPA informed. 

Gogarbum BSC submitted method statements for remedial works to 
SEPA on 04/08. Permission received from SEPA on 05108 29107109 08:45 
to allow BSC to progress remedial works. 

Environmental Action taken by Contractor: 

Andy Scott Booms placed in bum 29/07/09 

BSC BSC environmental response team attended site to 
prevent further contamination. 

Farrans 

00864 !'!lerious/Significant r es 

Description: 

MUDFA After installinQ step irons into a 3m chamber, the operative 

Bankhead Drive 
was clipped on to the v,4nch and was being lifted approx 
1m when the winch failed. The operative dropped 1m but 

29/07/09 - 16:30 was unhurt .. 

Possible DO/ Near Miss Action taken by Contractor. 

Michael Blake A 2nd winch was fitted and operative was lifted out of the 

Carillion 
chamber. Winch has been returned to the hire company for 
investiqation and Carillion also investiqating. Possibly 

NIA RIDDOR reportable Dangerous Occurrence 

Action taken by tie (if 
required): 

Incident report to Z'" on-
calL 
2"° On-call meeting Farrans 
to review incident AM 
24/07/09. 
Plant competency 
certification to be checked. 

Action taken by tie (if 
required): 

SEPA infom1ed of 
immediate action plan with 
further investigation to 
follow. 

tie to complete review of 
BSC incident investi~ation 
report 

Action taken by tie (if 
required): 

tie are awaiting Carillion 
report and will review upon 
receipt 

Later reported that there 
was no mechanical failure. 
The incorrect equipment 
was used by Carillion. 
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AIIR Ref: 00870 

Contr Ref : 

Project MUDFA 

Location: Union Street 

Date& Time 04/08109 @ 10:08 

All type: MOP 

tie PM: Michael Blake 

Contractor: cus 

Sub Contr : 

AIIR Ref: 00873 

ContrRef: 

Project MUDFA 

Location: Jnct of London Road and 
Leith Walk. Edinburoh 

Date& Time 03/08109 08:30 

All type: Near Miss/ Unsafe 
Condition 

tie PM: Michael Blake 

Contractor: cus 

Sub Contr: 

All!-( 1-(ef: AIIR 00883 

ContrRef: 

Project MUOBAA 

Location: Farrans BAA Burnside 
road 

Date & Time 12-08-09 at 16.45hrs 

All type: Unsafe condition 

tie PM: Ian Clark 

Contractor: Farrans 

Sub Contr: A & C contracting 
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Serious/Significant I Yes Action taken by tie (if 

Description: 
required): 

Heras fencing to site was opened to let out a reversing Contractor to ensure that 

vehicle. Woman walkinQ to cross could not wait until the when any gate opened, for 

vehicle had fully reversed out and decided to walk into site any reason, that an 

to Qet around the front of the vehicle. She tripped over the operative be present at that 

foot of a fence panel and fell. Qate point to physically stop 
any pedestrian entering the 

Action taken by Contractor: site. 

Ambulance called and woman checked over by 
paramedics. Their assessment was that althouQh a little 
shaken, she was fine v.ith no physical injuries. No need for 
hospital treatment. 

Serious/Significant I Yes Action taken by tie (if 

Description: 
required): 

Operative was unhitching a compressor from a dumper Request a report from 

which was parked on an incline. Althou9h tryinQ to apply Carillion and review. 

the brake on the compressor, the compressor moved away 
and rolled down the hill and it ended up in a trench. 

Action taken by Contractor: 

Carried out invesliqation. Delivered toolbox talks to site 
operatives 

Senous/Significant I Yes Action taken by tie (1f 

Description: 
required): 

Works stopped at Farrans site BBA due to sequence o Works stopped until 
recent events contractor action confim,ecl. 

tie HSQE advisor to carry 
out an invesliQation into 
events that lead to the 

Action taken by Contractor. stoppage of works. 

A toolbox talk will be carried out on all site personnel 
Tie have met with Farrans 

13.108/09 morning reinforcing the site rules and what is 
HS advisor and will carry 

required from the operatives. The PPE issue and 
out joint inpsections 

additional PPE required for certain tasks was heavily 
reiterated to them alonq with our 3 strike policy, which has 
been issued to one operative this morning. 
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APPENDIX B - INSPECTIONS 

Number of highlighted issues from inspections 
May and June 2009 

I • I I 
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APPENDIX C - SERVICE STRIKES 

SIGNIFICANT SERVICE STRIKES 

AIIR Ref: 00838 Serious/Significant r es Action taken by tie (if 
required): 

ContrRef: Description: 

Project lnfraco Durinq lifli[Jfl of reinforcement exposed bus tracker cable To review BSC report when 
was caught and found to be live. Bus Tracker cable was delivered 

Location: Princes Strret above pavement level and had previously been marked as 

Date & Time 12/07/09 1430hrs tested and isolated. 

A/I type: Service Strike Action taken by Contractoc: 

tie PM: P Dobbin BSC are canying out an investigation with Scottish Power 

Contractor. BSC 
to confirm why cable was left live 

Sub Contr: MacKenzie 
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Appendix D Benchmarking 

Benchmarking 

Organization AFR target (611 March osi AFR Actual (13 month rolling) 

Edinburgh Tram Project 0.24 0 .26 n 
Carillion PLC 0.10 0 .22 

Bilfinger Berger 0.25 0.36 

CE CA (Civil Engineers Contractors Association) 0.28 

HSE (Health end Safety Executive) TBC 

SWS (Scottish Water Solutions) 0.1 1 0 .14 

The above table shows organisations target AFR until the year end and where available, their 
actual performance against target. For Carillion and Bilfinger Berger, the targets shown are for 
the UK organisation not the project. 
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Data Checked 

0.5 
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2 
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83% 50% 

1.0 Deliver a Safe Tram Key Metrics 

0.5 

2 1.5 

2 

79% 

• Action taken from Period 3 - Formal response received from BSC in reply to letter sent by tie. Letter details 
measures taken by BSC to help mitigate the risk of partial IDC and refers to forthcoming internal workshops. Letter 
also states BSC's commitment and aligned goals to t ie's "Deliver a Safe Tram" strategy. 

• Period 5 "Deliver a Safe Tram" inspection metrics were carried out on 2 activities in Princes Street, these activities 
involved Drainage and the Fonnation Improvement Layer beneath the track-form. Results for these 2 activities 
have shown slight improvement from the last period. 

• Of the 2 activities checked, both show partial evidence of having gone through BSC's Inter-Disciplinary Check 
process, however, this was still only ad-hoc through CVl's and SDS internal IDC process as opposed the full BSC 
process. However, ihere is evidence of improvement in this area. 

• This periods inspections have highlighted that 3 out of 4 hazards identif ied in the BSC Hazard Log linked to the 2 
construction activities have not been mitigated I closed before construction had commenced. BSC will be formally 
requested to provide infom1ation detailing status of proposed mitigation. Mitigation may have been carried out and 
hazard log may not yet have been updated. To be confirmed during Period 6. 

• Inspection and Test Plans, the contractors' process for quality control during construction appeared to be to a good 
and acceptable standard. The correct revision of ITP for reinforced concrete pour and drainage was being used. 
Full evidence was in place for both act ivities. 

• Changes to design on site were backed up by technical queries from BSC to SOS, however there was no evidence 
to show if the change had been assessed for the need to go through the IDC process. This is still outstanding from 
previous inspections. A presentation from BSC is taking place to tie regarding design change management in 
September 

• Evidence that as-built information was being recorded and stored in the appropriate way to facilitate future records 
and the Asset Register was provided during the inspections. 

1.1 Deliver a Safe Tram - Required Action 

• Princes Street has been revisited to establish if the status of 
IDC has improved; there are indications that it has. 

• Letter from BSC received, further letter to be written asking for 
information regarding the close out of the Hazard Log. 

• A presentation from BSC to t ie will be given in September 
regarding the BSC design change process. 

• The "Deliver a Safe Tram" metrics are to be used in areas not 
yet under construction to test if ready to construct. 

• Safety Verification Audit planned for period 6. 

• Schedule of forthcoming internal IDC workshops requested 
from BSC by t ie. 

Period 5/0910 rev O Deliver a Safe Tram Report 
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The press and broadcast media has produced a mix of positive and not so pos itive coverage on a wide range 
of topics in local and national press during this reporting period. 

Positive coverage has included over 100,000 visitors to the tram mock-up since February as well as some 
positive commentary on the back of Network Rail's Gogar Interchange announcement. We achieved some 
substantial positive coverage in relation to the increased crossing points across tram works and improved 
signage in time for the start of the festival season. We have also had various bits of coverage around the 
archaeological excavations taking place on small parts of the tram construction site. The Council's front page 
leader in Scotsman in relation to the positive economic news for the city also provided some positive coverage 
for the trams project. 

We have also seen a rise in the number of positive letters and comments published in the press from 
members of the general public in relation to the trams project as well as more positive reactions from 
communities although there is still much work to do to redress the balance. 

Less positive coverage has been dominated towards the end of this period mainly by tie and its contractors 
entering into the Dispute Resolution Process over a number of outstanding issues. The coverage was in the 
main fairly balanced with minimal criticism of tie and the project generally. 

Our much closer working relationships with the Council, other partners and community stakeholders, as well 
as the activities of the new Account Management Team for the nine response areas (see Process Team 1.7), 
as well as a fully integrated approach to public relations regarding festival related matters are all showing 
significant signs of a positive impact in the media coverage over this period. This approach to our work will 
continue on an ongoing basis. 

7.2 Customer Service Activity 
Incoming correspondence during Period 5 totalled 398, a reasonably significant drop of 50 contacts compared 
to Period 4's total. In Period 5 phone calls (172) and face to face meetings (109) continue to make up the 
majority of contacts. Email correspondence made up 107 of the total contacts to the customer service team, 
only two behind face to face meetings. Compared to last month the difference between face to face contacts 
and email correspondence was greater with 17 more contacts being logged for face to face meetings. This 
distribution of contacts does not constitute a change in trend as phone calls, meetings and emails still stand 
as the main ways we are contacted compared to letters, faxes or TCA reports which only made up 10 of the 
398 contacts overall. 

The subject of correspondence represents a much more diverse range of areas in which the incoming 
contacts are placed. Information requests are the most common reason for contacting the Customer Service 
team with 325 of Period 5's total 398 contacts being made in search of information on our works. Information 
requests are lodged on a variety of issues with the majority concerning road closures or area specific works. 
Main issues for Period 5 were regarding Hanover Street closure and the Constitution Street water tie-ins 
during week 1, while Haymarket and The Mound works features more during weeks 3 and 4. Other issues 
also included noise, traffic lights and job opportunities on the tram project. None of these were major trends, 
only isolated contacts. 

Compared with higher totals for Period 4, th is has resulted in figures for Period 5 being lower across the board 
in each topic. Complaints (29) still ranked second behind Information requests as the main reason for 
contacts, with COCP complaints (1 O) coming third. Noise Vibration from diggers was a recurring complaint 
during Period 5 with 8 separate contacts being made on the issue. COCP Complaints feature heavily in week 
4 of Period 5 with 6 complaints being made. These were regarding contractors vans being parked outside 
premises and on double yellow lines around the city. 
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One major difference from Period 4 is the volume of Insurance Claims. Claims dropped this period for 1 O 
claims in Period 4 to only 3 in Period 5. Conversely however, Business Support and employment enquiries 
rose from 4 to 6 a piece despite this period's overall figures having dropped. 

7.3 Public Information Planning 
Customer notification letters for this period included weekly Leith Walk and Constitution Street updates, two 
Haymarket utility and three road resurfacing works in the West End and notification for work in Saughton. 
Online communication has evolved considerably over the last period, particularly with our entry into "Web 2.0" 
or social media networking sites such as facebook and twitter. There has been a substantial increase in visits 
to the tram website with 15382 hits being recorded this period against last period's 9252. This is attributable 
to several factors, the most significant of which is the raised public profile of our online information offerings 
through our facebook and twitter sites. This has both led to a significant number of people accessing our site 
through both of these social media networks and an increase in awareness of the www.edinbw·ghtrams.com 
site. Local Updates and the Route Map remain our most popular site sections, with a significant drop in 
activity on our media pages, attributable to a reduction in content posted their which we will seek to address. 
Podcast functionali ty has not yet been enabled on www.edinburghtrams.com due to other priorities within the 
team, but this should 'go-live' shortly. 
1509 visited the subscription pages for our various newsfeeds on www.edinburgbtrams.com This indicates that 
more than 10000 people are potentially receiving RSS updates every time new content is posted on our site. 
It is important that updates are made frequently and regularly to sustain the flow of information to these 
subscribers. 
It is our intention to report regularly on the metrics for our social media sites from now on. 116 people now 
follow our updates on twitter, with 183 'fans' registered to our facebook page. A steady and sustained 
increase has been noticed on both networks since they went live. Twitter alerts on traffic information, utilities 
work and festival navigation have drawn several 'followers' to our page, while active content such as links to 
useful resources, to the Edinburgh Trams website and to news articles have generated an even more 
significant buzz online. 
Facebook has allowed us to engage in controlled dialogue with members of the online community, discussing 
in particular popular tram 'myths' and using external references to reinforce positive and accurate information 
on the tram scheme. The majority of people interacting with us on facebook are men aged between 25 and 
34. 59% of our facebook 'fans' are male and 39% female. The remaining 2% have not provided facebook with 
this demographic information. 
Facebook monitors the 'quality' of interactions based on a ten point scale. The score goes up when people 
interact with content and when their colleagues or friends online follow information from our page that appears 
on theirs. While this varies on a daily basis, our post 'quality' varies between 6.9 and 7.7 out of a possible ten 
points for the last period, evidence that people are engaging actively with the information we post there and 
spreading the information virally to their networks of contacts. To make best use of facebook, we need to 
actively develop content people wish to interact with. At present, video is the most popular content on our 
site, though the discussion boards have also prompted some significant participation. 

7.4 Logistics 
Since Period 4 the Logistics teams, Sky Blue and SW Global, have both been reduced by one member each. 
In spite of this drop in manpower, the number of inbound deliveries has stayed constant at an average of 330 
a week along with assisting with around 70 outbound deliveries. The number of boxes, cages, pallets and 
hauliers dealt with during Period 5 also remained high. Only one compliant emerged during period 5 
concerning noise. This was made by a resident near an early morning deliver point. Solutions have been 
found for this issue and are in the process of being implemented. 

7.5 Partner and Stakeholder Communications 

The Tramformer programme launches in schools at the end of August and presentations will be given to 
Primary 6 classes to recruit two children from each school. 
Regular meetings with trading associations along the route continue to take place. These meetings are being 
held with representatives from Constitution Street traders, Leith Business Assembly, Tram Operating Group 
and the West End Traders Association. 
Continued liaison with local traders has brought about directional signage for The Stand comedy venue for the 
festival. Banners have been installed on rhino fencing to support businesses on Elder Street and are being 
designed for businesses on Frederick Street, Constitution Street and around Haymarket. Signage for the 
West End Village has been redesigned and is ready to be installed. 
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Additionally, we have also secured an agreement with Starbucks at Haymarket to use one of their external 
walls for general tram advertising. This space will firstly be used to promote a Festival message. 
The artwork for banner and pop up stands has been updated and will be displayed at upcoming presentations 
and conferences. 
We have been working closely with the City of Edinburgh Council prior to this year's Hearts Memorial service, 
which will now take place at Hearts Football Club, and continue to do so by meeting with the Hearts Memorial 
stakeholders regarding plans for the 201 O service. 

7.6 Freedom of Information Requests 

During this period we have received a total of three new requests under the Freedom of Information 
(Scotland) Act 2002 as well as two requests for reviews from previous responses. One application to the 
Scottish Information Commissioner's Office for appeal which is carried forward from the last reporting period is 
still pending. We have responded to 13 further FOi requests for information during this period as well as one 
request for a review. 

7.7 Process Team Review 

Our account management team is now fully up and running with account managers assigned to each of the 
nine Customer Response Areas in the City and working closely with local communities, stakeholders and 
partners on various activities to address community concerns. 
For example in Leith, we are cooperating with a broad range of partners across the City in addressing the 
needs of the area. Due to the nature of the extended utility works in this area, a more hands on approach has 
been adopted and will continue to apply until the tramworks are well underway 
Working with the Economic development team at Edinburgh City Council, we are reviewing suitable premises 
for a business centre which will be based within Leith Walk, initially probably for the period of one year. The 
core funding for this is being met jointly be these two bodies. The business centre will act as a hub of advice 
for the area, providing regular and accurate information on the tram based activity; acting as a centre for 
business advice including for example marketing and website information; Business gateway Support; 
Neighbourhood Partnership as well as acting as a hub for local information. 
There is also a coordinated plan of rebranding for the Walk. This is being carried out through the Leith Walk 
and West End business coordinator. This piece of work is looking at how we can extend the I love Leith 
banners to introduce new billboard size signage at the location of two of the four new hotels who are coming 
into the Walk (this will also depict the brand of the tram); consideration of where to indicate the Leith Walk 
tram stop signage and using some of the vacant shop windows to display visual graphics of the image of the 
tram. 
There has also been a series of discussions with Constitution Street as well as with some of the traders in 
Leith Walk about the concept for an International Area potentially including an international Food Zone. 
Consideration is also being given as to how to rebrand the old depot building towards the base of the Walk. 
One thought for this is to look at whether it might be possible to invite some sort of community mural on the 
wall of the building. 

7.8 Festival 

A range of measures are being implemented over the festivals period to ensure they can proceed as smoothly 
as possible while tram construction continues. These measures included: 
An alternative venue for the Festival Cavalcade 
Revised arrangements for the Festival Fireworks 
Improved pedestrian signage for routes across Princes Street and to venues 
Improved tidiness of construction sites and refreshed city promotion and information 

An additional publicity and city promotion campaign was undertaken by the Council along with tie ltd, Festivals 
Edinburgh and Essential Edinburgh. Specific activities included the following measures; 

• 140,000 copies of a special festival navigator pocket map was produced are being given out by a tram 
information team, Environmental Wards, Parking Attendant's and Essential Edinburgh staff throughout the city 
centre. The maps are also available at tourist information centres and many other key locations in the city. 

• The fringe also adapted their map to include pedestrian crossings and key tram information. 
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• A successful promotional campaign was also launched to promote use of the maps with positive messaging 
about the festivals and Edinburgh. This included: 

• A poster campaign welcoming visitors to Edinburgh can be seen at Edinburgh Airport, Waverley train station, 
Haymarket train station and Edinburgh Bus station 

• Adverts in the Edinburgh Festivals Daily Guide every day 
• Adverts on trains throughout central Scotland coming into Edinburgh. 
• A Bluetooth campaign has also been set up as a trial in conjunction with Festivals Edinburgh and DEMA. 

There are 12 Bluetooth boxes situated around Edinburgh. This carries the same positive messaging and 
users will receive an edited version of the map showing the pedestrian crossings in use on Princes Street. 

• 50 temporary directional signs were produced and installed around the city centre to ensure visitors would find 
venues, galleries and other attractions with ease. 

• A PR group was set involving the Council , tie ltd and all of the festivals to ensure a joined up approach to 
stories appearing in the media at this time. This has been very successful and the campaign received positive 
coverage in several newspapers including the Scotsman and the Evening News. 

• We are working with CEC Environmental Wardens and City Centre Posters (CCP) on festival advertising to 
improve the look of worksites and to eliminate fly-posting on the fencing during the festival. CCP have printed 
large advertising boards on behalf of venues and shows and have installed them safely along the fencing 
throughout Princes Street, CCP maintain all posters and fencing to ensure fly-posting does not incur. This is 
part of a trial with CCP which will in time be rolled out throughout the city. 
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Chart 1 - Weekly Correspondence Trends By Format- Rolling 12 months • Fax 
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a) Monthly Customer Service Report 20/07/2009 - 14/08/2009 

Item Volum Volume Performance Performance 
e (Cumulative (Month) (Cumulative) 
Month from 

21/11/08) 
Telephone 297 2486 94 97 
response 
Telephone same 287 2404 96 97 
day resolution 

Email 
acknowledgement 125 1293 100 

Email response 100 99 

Email same day 122 11 70 98 90 
resolution 

Target 
Performance 

90% in 30 
seconds 
Info only 

100% 
acknowledge 
d within 24 
hours 
90% 
resolution in 
7 days 
Info only 
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100 

100% 
acknowledge 
d within 24 

Weeki 

b) Out of Standard/Work in Progress statement at month end 14 August 2009 

Volume of Oldest date Oldest Issue Handled By 
WIP@ 
m/end 

11/08/09 
Date for 

reinstatement David Haxton and 
Email 1 (in 

of road Tom Clark (CEC) 
standard) 

Mandy Nelson (TIE) 
M/e 14 25/11 /08 
August 2009 

Letters 1 
(Out of 

standard) TRO Process Alasdair Sim 

Calls 0 N/A N/A N/A 

£1 Monthly Notifications Performance 20/07/09 to 14/08/2009 and Cumulative from 21 
November 2008 

O Major notifications 
6 Minor notification - 4 for utility (all in standard) - 2 for tram works, (all in standard) 
O Emergency notifications 
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Worksite Utilities Tram Total % in 
works Standard 

Month 
Major works N/A 

Cumulative Notifications 
In Standard 

Month Notifications 
Minor Works In Standard 

Cumulative Notifications 
In Standard 

Month Notifications 0 0 0 
Emergency In Standard N/A N/A N/A N/A 

Cumulative Notifications 14 0 14 
In Standard 14 0 14 100 
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